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SUMMARY
The architecture of cellular networks has been undergoing an extraordinarily fast evolu-
tion in the last years to keep up with the ever increasing user demands for wireless data
and services. Motivated by a search for a breakthrough in network capacity, the paradigm
of heterogeneous networks (HetNets) has become prominent in modern cellular systems,
where carefully deployed macrocells coexist with layers of irregularly deployed cells of
reduced coverage sizes. Users can thus be offloaded from the macrocell and the capacity of
the network increases. However, universal frequency reuse is usually employed to maxi-
mize capacity gains, thereby introducing the fundamental problem of inter-cell interference
(ICI) in the network caused by the sharing of the spectrum among the different tiers of the
HetNet.
The objective of this PhD thesis is to provide analysis and mitigation techniques for the
fundamental problem of interference in heterogeneous cellular networks. First, the interfer-
ence of a two-tier network is modeled and analyzed by making use of spatial statistics tools
that allow the reconstruction of complete coverage maps. A correlation analysis is then
performed by deriving a spatial coverage cross-tier correlation function. Second, a novel
architecture design is proposed to minimize interference in HetNets whose base stations
may be equipped with very large antenna arrays, another key technology of future wireless
systems. Then, we present interference mitigation techniques for different types of small
cells, namely picocells and femtocells. In the third contribution of this thesis, we analyze
the case of clustered deployments by proposing and comparing techniques suitable for this
scenario. Fourth, we tackle the case of femtocell deployments by analyzing the degrading
effect of interference and proposing new mitigation methods. Fifth, we introduce femtore-
lays, a novel small cell access technology that combats interference in femtocell networks
and provides higher backhaul capacity.
1
CHAPTER 1
OVERVIEW OF NEXT GENERATION CELLULAR SYSTEMS
1.1 Introduction
Cellular networks have been undergoing an extraordinarily fast evolution in the past years.
With commercial deployments of Release 8 (Rel-8) Long Term Evolution (LTE) already
carried out worldwide, a significant effort is being put forth by the research and standard-
ization communities on the development and specification of next generation cellular sys-
tems. Currently, the most prominent example is LTE-Advanced, which was conceived as
an evolution of LTE systems [1] [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. The work started in Rel-10 by the
Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) had the initial objective of meeting the Inter-
national Mobile Telecommunications-Advanced (IMT-Advanced) requirements set by the
International Telecommunications Union (ITU) which truly defined fourth generation (4G)
systems. However, current predictions for future systems point out tremendous challenges
far beyond what the ITU initially established for 4G. Driven by both the explosion of users’
demands for mobile data along with new services and applications, and the need for a ubiq-
uitous and wirelessly accessible cloud platform, the evolution of future mobile traffic is
expected to boom. Applications and services demand ever-increasing data rates. A traffic
growth of up to 30 times was predicted to take place between the years 2010 and 2015
[7]. By 2016, more than 10 exabytes of traffic per month will be circulating across cellular
networks and more than 4 billion 3GPP wireless subscriptions will be operating in the net-
work [6]. With these forecasts in mind, it becomes critical to provide not only very high
broadband capacity, but also efficient support for a variety of traffic types, flexible and cost-
efficient deployments, energy efficient communications strategies, robust systems against
emergencies, and a balance between backward compatibility and future enhancements.
To progressively tackle these challenging requirements, 3GPP has been organizing its
work based on releases. Figure 1 shows a roadmap of all releases spanning LTE-Advanced
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and the main technologies that were developed in each of them. Rel-10 started early in 2010
and was functionally frozen in March 2011 after its approval by the ITU for having met all
the requirements for IMT-Advanced. Technologies introduced during that release include
carrier aggregation for transmissions in several frequency bands, enhanced multiple input-
multiple output (MIMO) techniques, relays, and self-organizing networks (SON). Then,
Rel-11 was started and further enhancements were included to the basic LTE-Advanced
technologies developed for Rel-10. The major contribution during Rel-11 was cooperative
multipoint transmission and reception (CoMP), which allows different cells to cooperate
for serving users. In addition, several important enhancements were introduced for hetero-
geneous networks (HetNets) such as enhanced inter-cell interference coordination (eICIC)
and mobility management enhancements. After the completion of Rel-11, the standardiza-
tion work started focusing on Rel-12 LTE-Advanced with a calendar that lasted through
2013 until its predicted freezing in late 2014. For Rel-12, further enhancements and new
technologies are being proposed at the 3GPP meetings [8], [9]. Although no actual con-
clusions have been drawn yet, there is a clear view on which key technologies will be ad-
dressed in Rel-12, as shown in Fig. 1. Enhancements to CoMP (inter-site CoMP), carrier
aggregation (multi-stream and multi-flow carrier aggregation), and MIMO (Full-dimension
MIMO) are key items in the agenda of 3GPP. Moreover, radically new technologies are also
being introduced: Machine-Type Communication (MTC) will enable machines to interact
among themselves as part of a large network, and Device-to-device (D2D) communication
will allow mobile users to interact with each other without the need to go through the net-
work. Rel-13 is expected to further enhance LTE-Advanced technologies while Rel-14 and
Rel-15 could potentially define a new access technology.
In parallel to the work of 3GPP, the challenge of ever-increasing demands for wireless
data boosted by smartphones, tablets, and video streaming has led to the recent proposal
by most of the relevant industrial players of a 1000x target for network capacity in next
generation cellular systems [10], [11]. Hence, informal discussions regarding what will be
3
























Figure 1. 3GPP releases roadmap
the fifth generation (5G) of cellular systems have started taking this figure as a major design
goal [12], [13]. Furthermore, large collaborative projects between industry and academia
such as METIS [14] and 5GNOW [15] have been recently established with the purpose of
setting the fundamentals of 5G and target first deployments by 2020.
This introductory chapter of this thesis contains a brief overview of the main key tech-
nologies that play an important role in the different releases spanned by LTE-Advanced
so far. It also includes new concepts currently under discussion and research challenges
that will pave the way towards 5G. The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows.
Section 1.2 presents carrier aggregation techniques. Enhanced MIMO techniques are sum-
marized in Section 1.3 followed by cooperative communications in Section 1.4. Basic
fundamentals of HetNets are explained in Section 1.5. Then, newer key technologies of
Rel-12 are introduced: Section 1.6 presents MTC and Section 1.7 introduces D2D. Finally,




One of the most effective methods to improve the network performance is to increase
the amount of utilized bandwidth. Therefore, in order to meet the requirements of IMT-
Advanced as well as those of 3GPP operators, LTE-Advanced considers the use of band-
widths of up to 100 MHz in several frequency bands. Carrier aggregation (CA) consists
of grouping several “component carriers” (CC) to achieve wider transmission bandwidths.
An LTE-Advanced device can aggregate up to five CCs, each of up to 20 MHz. With the
largest configuration, this implies a total bandwidth of 100 MHz. To support backward
compatibility with LTE devices, CCs shall be configured as a typical LTE carrier. There-
fore, any of the CCs used for CA should also be accessible to LTE user equipments (UEs).
Nevertheless, mechanisms, such as barring [16], already exist in order to prevent LTE UEs
from camping on specific CCs. This way, operators have the flexibility of adjusting the
characteristics of the CCs to support a mixture of LTE and LTE-Advanced devices. In
addition to supporting wider bandwidths, carrier aggregation provides additional benefits,
namely inter-cell interference mitigation, handover improvement, energy savings, and load
balancing [1].
LTE-Advanced supports three schemes of carrier aggregation. The basic scheme of CA
occurs when contiguous CCs are aggregated, as shown in Fig. 2(a). It depicts the aggre-
gation of five CCs of different bandwidths, where the two rightmost are used exclusively
by LTE-Advanced devices and the rest are shared among LTE and LTE-Advanced devices.
While this scenario is the easiest to implement from a technical point of view, operators do
not always have enough contiguous spectrum to perform this type of deployment. There-
fore, non-contiguous CA is also supported. In this case, the CCs may belong to the same
or to different spectrum bands, also called intra-band CA and inter-band CA, respectively.
These two scenarios are depicted in Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(c). These two types of CA are ex-
tremely useful to operators that have fragmented spectrum along multiple frequency bands,
since they can effectively reuse their spectrum fragments to provide improved service to
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their users.
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Figure 2. Carrier aggregation schemes within 3GPP
The initial scope of carrier aggregation was to enable a single evolved NodeB (eNB) to
serve its users utilizing two or more CCs. However, cellular networks have been evolving to
become heterogeneous, where several small cells are deployed within the coverage region
of the larger macrocell, as shown in Fig. 3. In this type of scenario, it is envisioned that an
LTE-Advanced device will be capable of aggregating CCs belonging to the small cells and
the macrocell. However, this scheme requires increased coordination between the small
cells and the macrocell in order to avoid inter-cell interference. As a further evolution of
the multi-stream concept (also called multi-flow), it is also being studied to support CA not
only among LTE and LTE-Advanced eNBs working in TDD and FDD [17], but also across
base stations belonging to other technologies. This will provide significant improvement
in the network, specially when there is an unbalance in the utilization of the radio access
technologies (RATs). The technique must be carefully utilized since it also increases the
amount of energy consumed by the UE, the amount of signalling in the air inteface and the
core network, and requires the introduction of new data aggregation entities common to the
multiple RATs.
1.3 Enhanced Multiple Antenna Techniques
The use of multiple antennas both at the transmitter and the receiver is known as MIMO
and has become an essential technology for every current or future wireless system attempt-




Figure 3. Multi-stream carrier aggregation
in LTE systems [18], significant work has been carried out in the past years to boost the
potential gains of this set of techniques for LTE-Advanced in Rel-10, Rel-11 and Rel-12
[19], [20], [21]. Therefore, the name of enhanced MIMO was selected for the set of LTE-
Advanced techniques. Most of the major enhancements over LTE MIMO were introduced
in Rel-10, although during Rel-11 some further refinements were made. The maximum
antenna configuration was increased to 8x8 for the downlink and 4x4 for the uplink. In ad-
dition, an important novel feature is the introduction of a dynamic framework for switching
at the eNB between single-user MIMO (SU-MIMO) and multi-user MIMO (MU-MIMO),
where the mode of operation for each user can be adapted transparently to higher layers
in a fast timescale. This feature is important to optimize system performance since the
MIMO channel and the UE’s signal-to-interference-and-noise (SINR) conditions, as well
as the traffic demands, may vary from one subframe to another. Furthermore, although im-
proved techniques in terms of advanced beamforming and precoding for both SU-MIMO
and MU-MIMO have been introduced, the latter mode has been given preference since it
is considered to be a key capacity-enabling feature to meet spectral efficiency targets in
LTE-Advanced systems. These new features have implications on different system aspects,
such as reference signals, feedback design, or precoding codebooks.
More recently, the use of very large arrays at base stations has been proposed as a very
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promising way of drastically improving the capacity of cellular networks [22], [23], [24].
Because of its great potential, it has been indeed identified as a key technology for future
5G systems [1], [12], [13]. By massive MIMO it is usually understood that the order of
magnitude of the number of antennas is greater than the current one, e.g., 100 or more. A
number of very appealing advantages can be potentially achieved out of this technology.
First, dramatic capacity improvements can be obtained, especially when it is used to serve
multiple users (MU-MIMO) [24]. In addition, random matrix theory shows that the effects
of uncorrelated noise and multipath fading vanish when the number of antennas grows to
infinity [25]. Moreover, the directivity of the beams can be greatly improved, hence re-
ducing the side-lobe interference, and the radiated energy can be significantly reduced due
to the large array gains [26]. However, massive MIMO is not exempt of challenges. In
the first place, the so-called pilot contamination problem has been assessed as the ultimate
performance-limiting factor in massive MIMO cellular systems [25]. Its mitigation is prob-
ably the center of current research efforts in this field, as it will be summarized later in this
section. But other challenges related to hardware impairments, channel and propagation
models, or complexity of the detector need also to be addressed [23], [24].
In addition to the plain massive MIMO idea, a promising concept currently under inves-
tigation within 3GPP is Full-dimension MIMO (FD-MIMO), where a large two-dimensional
array of transmit antenna ports (16, 32, or 64) at the eNB makes use of the so-called ac-
tive antenna system (AAS) technology to provide accurate 3D beamforming to targeted
users [27], [28]. The main idea of AAS is to integrate the active transceiver component
and the passive antenna array into just one radome, thus allowing improved beamforming
capabilities in the azimuth and elevation planes for a full utilization of the spatial domain
[29]. Allowing the AAS to have additional control over the elevation dimension enables
the eNB to direct beams in different horizontal and vertical directions, thus improving the
accuracy of the beams directivity while allowing beams for different operations, dedicated
tilts, frequency bands, network standards and link directions.
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Figure 4 shows a sample scenario for the FD-MIMO concept. Three different potential
uses of FD-MIMO are shown: First, a smoother experience of users benefiting from eNB
cooperation can be achieved with well-focused 3D beamforming. Second, users at the same
horizontal position in the cell but different vertical positions are simultaneously served by
means of vertical beam adaptation. Third, vertical coverage is extended in scenarios such
as tall buildings in dense urban areas. As with the case of plain massive MIMO, multiple
research challenges such as the feedback design or suitable 3D channel models still remain
to make FD-MIMO fully implementable [1], thus establishing FD-MIMO as an interesting
research topic for the future.
AASAAS
Figure 4. Full-dimension MIMO concept
Chapter 4 of this thesis proposes a solution for in this novel area by presenting an
architectural design for HetNets where one or several of the base stations are equipped
with massive MIMO antenna arrays.
1.4 Cooperative Multipoint Transmission and Reception
A key tool to improve system efficiency, cell-edge throughput, and coverage of future 3GPP
cellular networks is coordinated multipoint transmission and reception (CoMP) [2], [30],
[31]. Although the concept started to be discussed in Rel-10 LTE-Advanced, it was not
included in the specifications until Rel-11 due to initial high complexity concerns. The
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main principle of CoMP is based on the idea that UEs close to the cell-edge region can
benefit from the downlink cooperation of multiple cell sites, thus transforming a problem
of interference into an opportunity for improved service. Similarly, CoMP can be also
applied in the uplink in such a way that multiple sites coordinate the reception of signals
coming from the UEs.
Different CoMP architectures can be envisioned depending on whether the cooperation
takes place intra-site (i.e., within the same eNB) or inter-site (i.e., among different eNBs).
Intra-site CoMP was achievable in earlier releases since communication takes place just
within one site and does not involve backhaul. Furthermore, the deployments can be car-
ried out in homogeneous or heterogeneous environments, implying that the cell can have
same or different coverage area sizes. According to these possible architectures, 3GPP
has considered the utilization of CoMP in four different scenarios, as Fig. 5 depicts. Sce-
narios 1 and 2 represent homogeneous deployments, where the coordination takes place
intra-eNB and inter-eNB, respectively; Scenario 3 represents inter-cell CoMP in heteroge-
neous deployments; and Scenario 4 depicts a distributed antenna system (DAS) with shared
identification number (ID). Scenarios 1 and 4 have been included already in Rel-11 while
scenarios 2 and 3 are currently being developed within Rel-12 [6].
Different CoMP approaches with different levels of coordination exist both for the
downlink and uplink. In the downlink, three main CoMP modes exist. In increasing order
of complexity, they are the following: (i) Coordinated scheduling/beamforming (CS/CB)
where each UE is served by a single cell and scheduling decisions and precoding at each
eNB are coordinated among different eNBs to reduce inter-cell interference; (ii) dynamic
point selection (DPS), where the transmission to the intended UE only takes place from
one point at a time. This point is drawn from the CoMP cooperating set and may vary as
fast as on a subframe-by-subframe basis; and (iii) joint transmission (JT), where data in-
tended for a particular UE is simultaneously transmitted from multiple sites to coherently










Scenario 1 Scenario 2
Scenario 3 Scenario 4
Figure 5. CoMP scenarios considered within 3GPP
1.5 Heterogeneous Networks
The ubiquituous coverage and ever-increasing capacity requirements for current cellular
networks are the major drivers for the paradigm of HetNets, where cells of different sizes
and different radio access technologies (RATs) must coexist within the same network. The
reason for the prominence of this technology can be found in the fact that studies on past
network capacity enhancements were performed and it was observed that reducing the
distance from base stations to users have contributed to capacity gains of 1600-fold [32].
After a tremendous activity on small cells has been conducted in recent years by academia,
industry, and standardization bodies, every operator across the world is currently carrying
out the deployment of HetNets comprised of a macrocell network underlaid by one or
several tiers of small cells [33]. Femtocells, metrocells, picocells, WiFi access points or
remote radio heads (RRHs) are representative technologies of this family, as Fig. 20 shows.
HetNets introduce a number of technical challenges, among which inter-cell interfer-


















the potential benefits that HetNets offer. This thesis is mostly dedicated to this particular
challenge and Chapter 2 gives a detailed introduction and literature review of the topic.
However, this is not the only technical challenge affecting HetNets. Other important issues
of HetNets are cell association, mobility management, and energy consumption. We briefly
introduce them in this section.
• Cell association: The problem of cell association in the case of homogeneous cell
deployments comprised only of macrocells is typically decided based on a criterion
that selects the largest downlink signal strength or SINR at the user’s receiver [34],
[35]. However, in a HetNet, the assignment of users to a particular base station is a
non-trivial problem. The above mentioned association criterion leads to a high un-
derutilization of the small cells as the reduced available power of small cells would
cause very few users to be attached to them. To solve this problem and boost the ca-
pacity gains of small cells, the state-of-the-art solution for HetNets is to expand the
range of the small cells by introducing a so-called bias factor [36] that allows the user
to attach to the small cell before its received power is larger than the power received
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from the macrocell. This factor is applied at the receiver of the users as a a multi-
plicative term modifying the actual received power from the small cell base station
[37]. However, the current cell biasing approach has the fundamental drawback of in-
creasing the amount of ICI in the network, thus coupling the ICI and cell association
problems. Expensive time-domain techniques need to be used where the macrocell
stops transmission during certain subframes, called almost blank subframes (ABS),
causing macrocell users to experience a large performance loss [38].
• Mobility management: Seamless and robust mobility is a bigger challenge in Het-
Nets compared to homogeneous macrocell deployments. A detailed study of mo-
bility performance for HetNets show that the handover failure rates and ping-pong
effects are far greater in HetNet environments compared to homogeneous deploy-
ments [39]. The poor handover performance of users in HetNets is owing to several
factors. One of the major factors is the need to account for the unique characteristics
of HetNets when performing user mobility state estimation in addition to accounting
for parameters such as the number of cross-overs. Another factor is the need to per-
form efficient small cell discovery over different carriers at the base stations. This
is essential to enable traffic offload from macro to small cells as well as to reduce
the battery consumption for the users and the overall system. Furthermore, since the
handover failures can be larger in the HetNet case, more robust recovery procedures
are required to mitigate the impact of a failed handover. Some examples of improved
mobility schemes for HetNets can be found in the 3GPP documents [40], [41], and
[42], among others.
• Energy consumption: Industry and academia have engaged in addressing the energy
efficiency in cellular networks, also called green cellular networks, through several
large-scale projects and consortia [43], [44]. The common agreements across all
these initiatives are that (i) for operators, the major energy inefficiencies and wastage
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occur at the RAN, and (ii) for mobile devices, the energy requirements are increasing
due to the new services that demand higher data rates and quality of service (QoS).
At the RAN, it is imperative to improve the energy efficiency given the tremendous
amount of energy that it not only consumes, but also wastes. On the other hand, at
the UE, the concern about the energy consumption arises from the combination of
two key factors. First, the UE has a very limited battery life. Second, the exponential
traffic growth is driven by services with higher QoS requirements and data rates.
Particularly, video service is expected to account for half of the global mobile data
traffic by 2018 [45]. Even though the amount of energy consumed at the UE does
not directly change the operators energy bill, it significantly influences the quality of
experience (QoE) of the end-user. Such QoE is critical for user satisfaction, churn
rate, and, therefore, the overall economic performance of operators.
1.6 Machine-type Communication
In addition to the proliferation of human users, there is a fast-growing tendency of automa-
tion (Internet of Things, Smartgrids) where machines are able to interact between them-
selves as part of a large network. This type of communication is referred to as machine-
type communications (MTC) or machine-to-machine communication (M2M). The number
of MTC devices is predicted to grow at a compound annual growth rate of over 25% [46],
[47]. Several technologies have been proposed to realize MTC communications among
which WiFi, Zigbee, Bluetooth are more prominent. However, MTC solutions utilizing
mobile cellular networks can offer several benefits. They are easier to install and can pro-
vide reliable data delivery to remote MTC servers. Moreover, mobile networks are crucial
for supporting a large range of MTC devices including the highly mobile ones. One of the
first studies on MTC for 3GPP systems was presented in [48].
The M2M communication scenarios according to 3GPP can be classified as follows:
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(1) Communication between MTC Devices and one or more MTC Servers, (2) Communi-
cation between different MTC Devices. This is illustrated in Fig. 7. The MTC devices can
exist in groups and each of the devices have similar capabilities to LTE-Advanced users to
communicate with the LTE-Advanced base stations. The core network of LTE-Advanced
is connected to an MTC server that is controlled by MTC users (such as an organization
or individual). In the first case, an MTC user can control several MTC devices (such as a
set of sensors performing measurements) through an MTC server and hence the commu-
nication takes place between the MTC devices and the MTC servers. In the second case,
different MTC devices either under the same/different operator can communicate between











Figure 7. MTC architecture for LTE-Advanced with communication scenarios
The support of MTC for 3GPP systems raises quite a few challenges, both at the air
interface level and the network level. Particularly for the case of LTE-A, there would be
several millions of MTC devices, each one requiring only a fraction of the bandwidth for
transmitting data. This could result in the wastage of a significant amount of resource
due to the heavy signaling and data overheads involved for communication in LTE-A. In
addition, this could also result in a reduction of the resources available for other devices
that actually require high data rate communications. A 3GPP work item was organized to
identify and propose novel solutions for supporting MTC devices at the LTE-Advanced air
interface [40]. Similarly, the service requirements for MTC was laid out in [49].
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1.7 Device-to-device Communication
The paradigm of device-to-device communication (D2D), also known as proximity services
(ProSe), is another key enabling technology for LTE-Advanced that has been included in
Rel-12 for consideration [50], [51]. It refers to the ability of cellular devices to commu-
nicate directly among each other without the need to access the network infrastructure.
Although currently existing technologies such as Bluetooth or WiFi-direct already allow
this functionality, they do not allow the operator to control the communication process
and guarantee certain user experience. Furthermore, they are not designed to be integrated
within the cellular network, while D2D should minimize the impact on the cellular net-
work and enable users to transparently switch between D2D modes and regular cellular
communication.
The applications driving this new communication technology are already numerous as
of today, but it is likely that many others are yet to be found in the near future. We describe
some of them in this paragraph: First, operators are becoming increasingly interested in
context-aware applications where a plurality of services can be provided depending on
the user’s location. To make the context-aware functionality of the network as flexible as
possible, optimized direct communication of the user with other devices should be enabled.
Second, the support for public safety networks in cases where network infrastucture is not
available is a major current concern that 3GPP is addressing with the introduction of D2D.
Third, the rapid emergence of M2M applications and the Internet of Things makes a use
case for D2D, since it would be desirable to control electronic consumer devices directly
from the cell phone of the owner without the need to overload the network. Fourth, D2D can
be seen as an additional method to offload traffic from the congested macrocell networks,
so operators are currently exploring the option of exploiting D2D functionalities with that
purpose.
There are some aspects of D2D that deserve special attention. First, some similarities
are shared between D2D and mobile ad hoc networks, which have been extensively studied
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in the literature. However, a significant difference is that D2D can rely on limited assitance
from the network for control functions or, if necessary, to carry out the communication.
How to select the best network mode for operation is still a research challenge, as it is
pointed out later in this section. Second, a question of vital importance is what spectrum
to use, and how to distribute it. The direct link between UEs can be established over a
variety of air interfaces including both licensed and unlicensed spectrum. The classical
advantages and disadvantages of both options apply here, with the particularity that this
type of communication must take place in a integrated fashion with the rest of the network.
Therefore, network operators may also benefit from less congestion and interference in
their network when using D2D in the unlicensed band.
Device-to-device communication (D2D) is an emerging technology with high disrup-
tive potential in the network. However, a large number of challenges still remain unsolved
and constitute an exciting field of research for the next few years. Among them, the fol-
lowing can be highlighted: (i) mode selection to establish the level of involvement of the
network in the D2D communications [50], [51], (ii) group communications strategies for
direct communication among multiple terminals [52], [53], (iii) interference and resource
management [54], [55], (iv) multi-hop communication [56], and (v) neighbor discovery
procedures [57], [58].
1.8 Other Key Enabling Technologies for Future 5G Systems
Besides the above explained technologies currently under discussion within 3GPP, the con-
versation has also started to seek other revolutionary technologies for 5G. In this last sec-
tion, we briefly introduce some of the newest topics in cellular communications that could
become cornerstones of future 5G systems.
• Milimiter Wave: Even though all the above advanced communication techniques con-
tribute to improving the spectral efficiency of the networked communication, there
is currently no doubt among researchers, practitioners, and regulatory bodies that
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new spectrum will be needed to significantly increase the capacity of current cel-
lular networks. This naturally means going up in the spectrum to higher frequen-
cies. Currently, there is large interest in the study of the so-called milimiter wave
(mmWave) band spanning the frequency band of 3 GHz to 300 GHz for cellular
transmission [59], [60], [61], [12], [13]. The most immediate challenges for mak-
ing cellular communications feasible in this band are those related to propagation:
Pathloss, shadowing, and absorption can scale up significantly when compared to
transmission in traditional spectrum. However, beamforming techniques based on
the use of massive MIMO in the mmW band can overcome the pathloss problem,
while the high sensitivity to blockages induced by the shadowing can be assumed as
a new system design parameter that can be mitigated through different techniques.
For example, multi-stream carrier aggregation could provide fallback solutions to
the inherent intermittent service characteristics of mmWave transmission. Other as-
pects of mmWave-enabled cellular systems that deserve in-depth study are the cell
association policies, the separation of data and control, the hardware design for these
high-frequency components, or the MIMO solutions suitable for this frequency band
[59].
• New Air Interface Concepts: The characteristics of the air interface that will be uti-
lized in 5G systems is currently a topic under discussion [13], [14]. In the first place,
there is currently no general agreement on whether orthogonal frequency division
multimlexing (OFDM) should be kept as the main waveform for 5G systems. It is
clear that its strong advantages in terms of robustness against frequency selectiv-
ity and inter-symbol interference (ISI), computational efficiency, and suitability for
MIMO communications still make it a good candidate. However, it also presents
shortcomings in terms of synchronization and orthogonality requirements that have
become a major issue for enabling other communication techniques such as CoMP
[15]. Hence, other options currently discussed encompass filterbank multi-carrier
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solutions (FBMC), nonorthogonal signals, faster than Nyquist (FTN) techniques, or
generalized frequency division multiplexing (GFDM). Besides the waveform, addi-
tional key elements of the air interface need also be designed: The multiple access
scheme, previously based on OFDMA, should also be revisited since non-orthogonal
techniques and advanced coded multi-carrier schemes should be proposed and eval-
uated. Moreover, multiple-access solutions for D2D as well as MTC scenarios are
required. Finally, the medium access control (MAC) and radio resource management
(RRM) layers as well as novel hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) schemes
may require further improvements or even re-design.
• Ultra Dense Networks: Densification of base stations is a classical means of pro-
viding increased capacity in wireless communication. When the range of the cells
decreases and the number of base station increases, this leads to a very dense small
cell scenario where the number of served users per base station would be very small.
Transmit powers of base stations and terminals would become very similar. In the
limit, one base station may only serve one user with same transmit power as the
terminal, hence eliminating differences between traditional cellular concepts like ac-
cess node and terminal as well as uplink and downlink. In this envisioned network
scenario, all access network components would be identified just as devices commu-
nicating through symmetric wireless links [12], [14].
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CHAPTER 2
THE CHALLENGE OF INTERFERENCE IN HETEROGENEOUS
NETWORKS
2.1 Introduction
The general interest on small cells was triggered after it was noticed that the reduction of the
coverage size in serving cells is a major source of capacity increase for cellular networks
[62], [63]. Since the electromagnetic spectrum is a very scarce resource for operators, to
maximize the gains the irregularly deployed layers of small cells must operate in the same
frequency bands as the macrocell. That is clearly a more efficient option than partitioning
the resources. However, this approach causes ICI, which can be further classified into
cross-tier when it happens among elements in different layers of the network, or co-tier for
the case of cells of the same layer.
The challenge of interference in HetNets has become central in the study and design
of future cellular systems. The study of ICI has always been a major research issue also
in homogeneous systems: Interference coming from adjacent cells in the traditional cellu-
lar grid has always caused performance degradation to the cell edge users, which suffered
both from a weaker signal reception and increased interference. The reason for the resur-
gence of interference in HetNets lies in several factors. First, it is almost imperative to
think of universal frequency reuse deployments, since the amount of cells in each tier does
not allow efficient resource partitioning schemes. But maybe more importantly, in the past
interference affected just the cell edge users of the macrocell whereas the topology of a
HetNet deployment and the number of base stations make virtually every user in the net-
work susceptible to suffer or cause interference. Therefore, the system-level implications
of ICI are more significant in the HetNet case. Last but not least, the unplanned and even
random nature of a HetNet deployment makes the problem of managing interference more
challenging than the case of well-thought homogeneous deployments.
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Proper handling of interference in a HetNet requires two major tasks: Understanding
of the interference phenomenon (i.e., interference modeling and analysis), and methods to
mitigate it as efficiently as possible. This thesis deals with the two aspects of the problem.
In this chapter, we provide an overview of the state of the art as well as the organization of
the reminder of this thesis.
2.2 Overview of the State of the Art
In this section, we present an overview of the state of the art of the field of interference anal-
ysis and mitigation for HetNets. Since this is a topic of very high interest for both academia
and industry, efforts in the last few years have been carried out both at the academic insti-
tutions side and the standardization bodies composed of the major industry players in the
field. In the following, we survey the most significant contributions at both sides.
2.2.1 Academic Efforts
An extensive body of research tackling the problem of interference in HetNets can be found
in the academic literature. After HetNets were identified as a key technology for increasing
network capacity, it became clearly imperative to understand and model the effect of inter-
ference, and to design mitigation techniques that tackle all types of ICI, namely the cross-
tier and the co-tier cases. In the interference analysis field, a large portion of the work
carried out by the research community has been oriented towards finding mathematical
models that represent the HetNet architecture, thus allowing the derivation of closed-form
expressions for performance metrics in the average sense. On the interference mitigation
side, an overwhelming amount of solutions have been proposed in the literature in the form
of algorithms and procedures that mitigate ICI in a HetNet, although this part of the work
related to the interference problem has been extensively studied at the standardization bod-
ies. Their solutions are currently the most prevalent ones and will be surveyed in detail in
Section 2.2.2.
The first paper in the above direction by Andrews et al. is [64], where the framework
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of stochastic geometry for the analysis of wireless networks was presented. In particular,
expressions for the key metrics of SINR and rate as well as well as coverage gain were
developed in closed-form expressions using stochastic geometry for the first time. The
work in [65] extended this analysis for the case of HetNets consisting of up to K-tiers
of randomly deployed base stations of different transmit power. Assuming the classical
max-SINR association criterion, expressions for the probability of coverage and rate are
derived for this new scenario. A similar analytical work was performed in [66], where a
closed expression for the SINR distribution of HetNet users at random locations is derived.
Another relevant piece of analytical work was presented in [67], where the interference
management efficiency of universal frequency reuse in HetNets is compared against a frac-
tional frequency reuse deployment. Other relevant papers include [68], where coverage
expressions for HetNets equipped with multiple antennas are found taking into account
both cross-tier and co-tier interference, and the more recent [69], where a novel hybrid
stochastic model for interference is developed to simplify the study of its impact in cellular
systems. Finally, some prominent academic papers on the interference mitigation side are
[70] and [71], which propose innovative interference coordination techniques suitable for
HetNets.
Nevertheless, there is still an important lack of analytical models to represent the state
and fluctuations of interference in real time. The dynamics of the network should be char-
acterized for a better operation of the network at each time. Furthermore, the inherent
cross-tier correlation existing among tiers due to ICI has not been investigated so far. In
this thesis, we approach the interference analysis problem in a novel way: An analytical
framework is presented based on random field theory that tracks the two-tier coverage,
and the cross-tier correlation will be exploited via a cross-correlation function that we de-
rive. The work on interference analysis is presented in Chapter 3. On the mitigation side,
there is a lack of interference studies on scenarios with non-uniform user distributions as
well as HetNet topologies where the small cells are deployed targeting hotspot locations in
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clustered fashion. Chapter 5 explores interference suppression techniques in this scenario.
Besides the plain ICI problem simply arising from the universal frequency reuse, other
aspects of HetNets can also play an important role in the amount of interference that is
created in the network. In particular, in this thesis we examine two of them, namely the
cell association problem and massive MIMO techniques for HetNets. In the following, we
survey some relevant literature in the former topics and their relationship to the interference
problem.
Cell association: The cell association problem in HetNets was briefly introduced in
Section 1.5. Several works in the literature have dealt with this issue and its coupling with
the interference problem. In [72], analytical expressions for optimal range expansion bi-
ases in different scenarios are derived, where coverage regions are found to be elliptical. In
addition, a cooperative scheduling scheme between macrocells and picocells is proposed
to mitigate the created interference when biased association is applied. The authors of
[70] propose ICIC and cell association solutions for the correct operation of HetNets fo-
cused on cell splitting, range expansion, resource negotiation, and dynamic interference
management for QoS via over-the-air signaling. Other theoretical works include an ana-
lytical study of the downlink SINR distribution of a heterogeneous network [37], where
the impact of cell biasing in outage probability and average ergodic rate is investigated.
Additional mathematical frameworks to find optimal association bias have also been pro-
posed: In [73], a semidefinite relaxation of the maximum sum rate is presented along with
a randomized heuristic to find a feasible association. Finally, [74] presents an optimization
formulation for the load balancing problem by jointly considering resource allocation and
cell association while it also introduces a distributed algorithm of low complexity with near
optimal performance. A common denominator of all these works is that cell association is
interference-agnostic, and its management is only triggered a posteriori. In Section 3.4.1,
we propose a novel approach to cope with the interference and association coupling.
Massive MIMO techniques: In addition to the densification of the number of cells
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in the network introduced by the HetNet paradigm, multiple antennas have traditionally
been one of the preferred approaches to increase the capacity of networks. Furthermore,
beamforming has been a very effective means of reducing interference in the network by
concentrating the energy of the signal in one direction, Currently, the number of antennas
deployed per unit area is also becoming denser under the concept of massive MIMO as
explained in Section 1.3. When the number of antennas is large, the utilization of time-
division duplex mode (TDD) in the network is preferred to avoid unaffordable pilot over-
head. This consideration will be further explained in detail in Chapter 4. In massive MIMO
systems, the major performance degrading factor is a type of interference effect known as
pilot contamination. Pilot contamination appears due to the channel estimation error that is
caused by the reuse of non-orthogonal pilot sequences at different users. The particularity
of the pilot contamination effect in a TDD system is that the channel estimate may exhibit
a strong correlation with the interfering channel, hence making this effect quite dangerous
when the number of antennas is large for the following reason: The interference may end
up being directed through beamforming towards a user or a base station that does not intend
to receive that signal. To handle this effect, a number of solutions have been proposed in the
literature already. A common approach is to rely on precoding to mitigate it: A single-cell
precoding method is proposed in [75], multi-cell cooperation methods can be found in [76]
and [77], and a more realistic solution limiting the information exchange overhead among
base stations is proposed in [78]. Another family of methods is known as blind methods or
eigenvalue-decomposition-based channel estimation [79], [80]. These methods are based
on subspace partitioning under the assumption that the channel vectors from different users
are orthogonal. Finally, the piece of work most related to the approach presented in this
thesis is the proposal of time-shifted pilots as a means to reduce pilot contamination [81]. It
is shown that in the asymptotic regime, i.e., when the number of antennas grows to infinity,
it is beneficial to divide the base stations in groups that transmit their pilots simultaneously,
thus reducing the interfering channels contributing to the pilot contamination effect.
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We envision massive MIMO systems as a powerful means to avoid interference among
small cells in HetNets. Hence, the technologies of HetNets and MIMO can be effectively
combined to achieve larger system gains if the pilot contamination effect is properly man-
aged, as it will be shown in Chapter 4.
Femtocells
A particular type of small cell that has drawn a lot of attention in the research community
are femtocells. A femtocell access point (FAP) is a short-range low-power device owned
and installed by the subscriber that aims to achieve better service at places like a home,
an office, a supermarket, etc. by transmitting in licensed spectrum. The traffic is sent
over the IP (Internet Protocol) backhaul, thus offloading macrocell traffic and releasing
resources for other macrocell users. Figure 8 shows the architecture of a femtocell. A first
comprehensive overview of the concept and its main technical challenges was presented in
[82], and the overall status of the technology was later reviewd in [83]. Numerous aspects
for investigation were pointed out, such as the cross/co-tier interference, QoS provisioning
via internet-based backhaul, timing/synchronization, and access method. Interference was







Figure 8. Femtocell architecture
In a typical femtocell scenario, the uplink transmission of the femtocell user (FU) will
cause interference to the base station, while the downlink transmission of the base station
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will cause interference to the FU. In a closed femtocell scenario, non-authorized macro-
cell users (MUs) can get as close as they desire to the FAP and still not be able to access
the femtocell service. This causes the interference problems to increase even more. The
non-authorized user may receive strong downlink interference from the FAP, while at the
same time the FAP may receive strong uplink interference from the non-authorized user. In
open and hybrid femtocells the non-authorized user could be switched as to be served by
the FAP. However, in a closed femtocell the non-authorized user is not allowed to connect
to the FAP. These scenarios have been studied in detail and several techniques to miti-
gate the interference issues have been proposed. In [84], the use of a different carrier for
High Speed Packet Access (HSPA) FAPs is proposed to mitigate downlink interference, as
well as the dynamic adjustment of their transmission power. However, reducing the trans-
mission power has the side effect of reducing the coverage and capacity of the FAPs. To
mitigate uplink interference, limiting the transmission power of the FU is proposed in [85].
For OFDMA FAPs, several techniques are proposed in [86] for orthogonal and co-channel
FAP deployments. In general, the techniques can be classified as static or dynamic, central-
ized or distributed, and cooperative or noncooperative. Within this framework, the concept
of self-organizing networks has gained significant importance as a tool to tackle the inter-
ference problem [87], [88], due to the dynamic nature of femtocell deployments.
2.2.2 Standardization Efforts
The topic of interference in HetNets has also sparked strong interest in the industry and
standardization bodies. Most of the work on interference management has been carried
out by 3GPP, the leading standards body for cellular communicacations. The work carried
out so far has spanned several releases: Initial techniques were developed under the work
item of inter-cell interference coordination (ICIC) of Rel-8 and Rel-9, and more advanced
techniques were further developed in its enhanced version (eICIC) for Rel-10 and beyond.
More recently, a new work item known as further enhanced ICIC (feICIC) was created
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containing the latest techniques to mitigate interference in HetNets [89]. While ICIC al-
gorithms use less sophisticated approaches such as carrier frequency separation, adaptive
fractional frequency reuse, or basic MIMO, eICIC techniques introduce physical layer en-
hancements that address some of the shortcomings of the former techniques such as the
interference at the control channel transmitted over the entire bandwidth. In this section,
we review the most important techniques of those introduced in the last years.
Figure 9 illustrates the different scenarios of inter-cell interference considered within
3GPP. Interference mitigation techniques are needed both for the uplink and the downlink,
as Fig. 9 points out. In addition, the interference may be caused by the macrocell to the
small cell, by the small cell to the macrocell (both cross-tier), or among small cells (co-
tier). The gravity of the interference case may vary depending on several factors like the
transmit power of the interfering device, or the location of the small cell with respect to the







Figure 9. Inter-cell interference scenarios in a HetNet
In order to overcome the above interference, several ICIC methods were proposed as
part of Rel-8/Rel-9. One of the common approaches is to use different carrier frequen-
cies for different cell layers [90]. This is an effective means to mitigate the ICI but at the
expense of utilizing more frequency resources. In the more common case when the cell
layers utilize the same carrier frequency, power control schemes are recommended to re-
duce the transmission power of at least one of the cell layers to reduce the interference on
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other layers. Other schemes proposed for ICIC based on Rel-8 and Rel-9 capabilities in-
clude adaptive fractional frequency reuse, spatial antenna techniques including MIMO and
SDMA, and adaptive beamforming [91].
A majority of the solutions proposed in the Rel-8 and Rel-9 do not address the inter-
ference at the control signaling channel (PDCCH) since it is transmitted over the entire
bandwidth in order to achieve diversity gain in the frequency domain. With the enhance-
ments in the physical layer enabled for Rel-10 and Rel-11 such as carrier aggregation,
more sophisticated methods appeared as part of the eICIC family. These solutions are basi-
cally categorized as (i) time domain-based, (ii) frequency domain-based, (iii) power control
based, and (iv) advanced receiver at the terminal.
2.2.2.1 Time Domain-based Techniques
The time domain-based techniques basically rely on reducing the transmission activity on
the ABS subframes by each of the cell layers to minimize interference to the victim layers.
The knowledge of the subframe timing is assumed to be available at the different base sta-
tions. The ABS are implemented by either utilizing the MBSFN (Multicast/Broadcast over
single-frequency network) subframes or by deliberately not scheduling (or using power
control) over other subframes. Figure 10 illustrates the frame configuration of a victim cell
and an aggressor cell when the above time domain-based eICIC scheme is applied. The
aggressor uses the ABS subframe during the transmission of control signaling (broadcast
and synchronization signals) by the victim cell. In the ABS subframe, the aggressor ap-
plies power control and transmits only common reference signals (CRS), critical control
channels or broadcast and paging information for legacy support. Thus the victim’s control
signals are protected during the ABS subframe duration.
The transmission by the aggressor cell in the ABS subframe, particularly the CRS,
cannot be avoided whereas the rest of the control signaling or broadcast signals can be
suppressed for some of the ABS subframes. This transmission of CRS will result in in-












Figure 10. Frame configuration for time domain-based ICIC scheme
schemes assume that perfect cancellation of CRS interference from the received signal at
the victim cells. The performance of time domain eICIC schemes when imperfect CRS
interference cancellation is analyzed in [92]. A non-ideal reference signal received power
(RSRP) measurement-based CRS cancellation scheme is proposed accompanied by the
time domain-based eICIC. The results show that imperfect CRS cancellation can still re-
sult in user throughput that is comparable to the ideal cancellation case.
The time domain schemes require that the different cell layers exchange the ABS sub-
frame information. This can be enabled using the X2 interface existing between the base
stations. In addition, it is also highly desired that time synchronization is achieved, at least
at the subframe boundaries between the cell layers.
2.2.2.2 Frequency Domain-based Techniques
Among the frequency domain-based techniques, carrier aggregation with cross-carrier schedul-
ing is widely regarded as a prominent method for performing interference mitigation. The
control channel interference on the downlink can be mitigated by partitioning the compo-
nent carriers in the cell layers into two different sets, one for data and control while the other
mainly for data and perhaps also control signaling with power control applied. Figure 11
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illustrates such a carrier aggregation-based eICIC scheme. Carrier aggregation is used by
both macrocell and small cell layers where both layers enable data communication over f 1
and f 2. The macrocell includes the control information only on f 1 for data transmitted
on both f 1 and f 2. In a similar manner, the small cell includes the control information
only on f 2. Using this simple mechanism, the control signaling for the different layers are
separated. In such a case, the macrocell adopts the carrier f 1 as the primary carrier while
applying power control schemes on carrier f 2 to minimize interference to the small cell
tier. Similarly, the small cell utilizes f 2 as the primary carrier and applies power control
schemes on f 1. The above scheme, however, has the constraint that the different layers
need to be time synchronized.
Control                   Data                       .        
MACROCELL
SMALL CELL






                     Data             .        
Control                   Data                       .        
Figure 11. Frame configuration for carrier aggregation-based eICIC scheme
In Rel-11, further support for performing frequency domain-based eICIC was provi-
sioned in the form of enhanced PDCCH (EPDCCH) [93]. One of the key design aspects
of the EPDCCH is that it enables each UE to be configured with up to two EPDCCH sets.
Each of these sets consist of 2, 4 or 8 physical resource block (PRB) pairs. The locations
of these PRBs in the LTE-A frame indicating the EPDCCH are provided with signaling
messages with minimum overhead [94]. Such a flexible allocation of EPDCCH control
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signaling within the frame enables coordination between different tiers to avoid overlap-
ping EPDCCH and hence the control signal interference.
2.2.2.3 Power Control Techniques
Power control techniques are still part of the eICIC family of schemes. Although they
were already proposed for Rel-8/Rel-9 ICIC, several new approaches were introduced ex-
plicitely considering the heterogeneous nature of the network. In particular, power control
techniques are recommended for the case of femtocell networks [89]. All of the approaches
are based in setting the optimal transmit power value but the criteria to select the value may
differ since decreasing power to reduce interference also decreases the QoS received at the
femtocell users. Examples of criteria for the transmit power at the small cell are the follow-
ing: (i) proportional to the strongest macrocell interference, (ii) large enough to overcome
the pathloss between base station and user, (iii) large enough to satisfy the femtocell users’
QoS requirements, or (iv) small enough to let the macrocell users achieve their target QoS.
2.2.2.4 Advanced UE Receivers
Finally, interference can also be handled at the mobile user side via advanced receivers
that perform interference cancellation and/or suppression to increase system capacity and
user experience [38]. A typical example is an interference canceller at the terminal: It first
decodes the strongest interfering signal, performs channel estimation towards that inter-
fering cell, and cancels the interference before actually decoding the signal. This process
can be repeated for as many interferers as needed before the signal from the serving cell is
decoded.
These types of advanced receivers have been defined in 3GPP in the course of a few
releases starting from Rel-10, and were continued through Rel-12 within the HetNet fe-
ICIC work item. Furthermore, in Rel-12, there is another on-going study item that focuses
on interference cancellation and/or suppression of data and control channels extended with
possible network coordination. There are three different categories under this type of fe-
ICIC that differ in the knowledge of interferer parameters. They may be applied to deal
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with inter-cell, intra-cell, and/or inter-stream interference. Proposed implementations for
the receivers include linear filters, maximum likelihood receivers, and interference cancel-
lation receivers [6].
In Chapter 5 of this thesis, we investigate techniques of this category for clustered
deployments of picocells.
2.3 Organization of this Thesis
This thesis tackles the problem of interference analysis and mitigation for heterogeneous
cellular networks. The two first chapters have dealt with introductory material relevant to
the problem at hand: In Chapter 1, the key enabling technologies of future cellular systems
are briefly discussed, among which the paradigm of HetNets stands out as a major capacity-
increasing technique. Then, Chapter 2 has focused on surveying the state of the art of the
problem of interference in HetNets.
The reminder of this thesis presents analysis and solutions to different aspects of the
problem under investigation. The subsequent chapters can be divided into two parts. Part I
deals with interference in generic HetNets where the type of the small cells deployed in the
network may be of different kind. Part II, comprising Chapter 5 through Chapter 7 focuses
on providing interference management solutions for specific types of small cells, namely
picocells and femtocells. A summary of the contribution of each chapter is provided in the
following.
• Chapter 3 introduces new models and their application for the investigation of ICI
in HetNets: First, a coverage estimation model is introduced based on the feedback
of the users to their serving base stations. Second, a cross-tier correlation study is
performed to assess the level of correlation that exists between the tiers of a HetNet
due to the ICI. Third, the former model is applied to the problem of cell association
in HetNets, providing a new method to set the bias value of small cells affected by
ICI.
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• Chapter 4 proposes a new architecture design method for generic HetNets where one
or several of the base stations in the networks are equipped with a massive MIMO
array of antennas. The network operates in TDD mode and the selection of the trans-
mission path in each time slot is performed based on interference-related criterion
that tries to minimize the degrading effect of pilot contamination in the network.
• Chapter 5 presents interference suppression techniques for clustered deployments of
picocells. In particular, two techniques are proposed and compared: One of them
belongs to the category of interference cancellation at the receiver although some
level of network assistance is required while the second technique just coordinates
the transmission of the picocells in the cluster. The performance of these techniques
is analyzed for the whole rate distribution of the network.
• Chapter 6 deals with femtocell deployments. Three aspects are covered: First, an as-
sessment of the performance degradation caused by interference is performed using
a high-fidely network simulation platform. Then, two methods for interference man-
agement are proposed. The first one proposes spatio-temporal interference estimation
for improved resource allocation decisions at the femtocell; the second explores the
use of hybrid access in femtocells to reduce interference while guaranteeing the QoS
requirements of the users.
• Chapter 7 introduces a novel small cell access point intended to overcome the short-
comings of FAPs, namely the interference and the backhaul problems. Our proposal,
known as femtorelay, is a smart combination of femtocells and relays providing open
access to users of the network while introducing a relay-based additional backaul
connection that eliminates privacy concerns of open access femtocells while increas-
ing the capacity of the access point. This chapter presents a detailed description of
the femtorelay architecture as well as the solution to provide seamless integration of
femtorelays in standardized networks.
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• Chapter 8 presents the conclusions of this PhD thesis.
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CHAPTER 3
INTER-CELL INTERFERENCE MODELS, ANALYSIS, AND
APPLICATIONS FOR HETEROGENEOUS NETWORKS
3.1 Introduction
In the interference analysis field, most of the work carried out by the research community
has been oriented towards finding mathematical models that represent the HetNet architec-
ture, thus allowing the derivation of closed-form expressions for performance metrics in
the average sense. However, there is an important lack of analytical models to represent the
state and fluctuations of interference in real time. The dynamics of the network should be
characterized for a better operation of the network at each time. Furthermore, the inherent
cross-tier correlation existing among tiers due to ICI has not been investigated so far.
In this chapter of the thesis, we approach the interference analysis problem in a differ-
ent way: An analytical framework is presented based on random field theory that estimates
and therefore tracks the two-tier coverage, and the cross-tier correlation between the tiers
will be investigated. Moreover, we apply this modeling to develop a solution of the cell
association problem based on cell-specific bias, as it will be explained later in this chapter.
The observation that coverage in both tiers may have some level of correlation in both the
spatial and temporal domains due to the existing interference is informally assumed in most
previous studies. However, to the best of our knowledge there exists no previous paper ex-
plicitly addressing the spatial coverage cross-tier correlation, and accordingly there exists
no analytical characterization of this correlation. Since we focus on the spatial dimension
in this paper, we make use of spatial statistics techniques to derive analytical expressions
for the two-tier coverage maps suitable for a subsequent cross-correlation analysis. In par-
ticular, we use random field estimation techniques to generate coverage fields, formalized
in terms of downlink SINR fields, using the position and SINR values of the users in the
network. A cross-validation is performed across different estimation models seeking for
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the best choice. To the best of our knowledge, only our interference management scheme
of Section 6.3 has applied this framework to the present two-tier cellular scenario. In addi-
tion, we derive an explicit formulation of the spatial coverage cross-tier correlation function
depending on the previous model’s parameters. Moreover, we present a novel approach for
small cell association where the range of the small cells is expanded following the cell bi-
asing approach as proposed in 3GPP [38]. However, our bias value is specific to each small
and is set taking into account coverage correlation considerations that can be extracted from
our mathematical framework.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 we present the
two-tier network model based on stochastic geometry utilized for this work. Section 3.3
introduces both the estimation and correlation models: In Section 3.3.1 we develop the
estimation of the two-tier SINR fields using random field theory while Section 3.3.2 shows
the derivation of the analytical cross-correlation function. Performance evaluation for these
two models is carried out in Section 3.3.3. Then, Section 3.4 presents the novel correlation-
aware cell-specific bias solution based on the previous estimation model, with simulation
results regarding this application shown in 3.4.2. Finally, the conclusions are presented in
Section 3.5.
3.2 System Model
We consider a two-tier cellular network consisting of a single macrocell base station (MBS)
and multiple small-cell base stations (SBS) deployed within the coverage area of the macro-
cell, as shown in Fig. 35. The small cells share the properties of co-channel deployment,
open subscriber group operation, and lack of coordination. This means that small cells
share the same channels both with the macrocell and among themselves, any user assigned
by the network can camp on any small cell, and no careful frequency planning has been
carried out by the operator in order to minimize interference. Their coverage area will be
determined by their transmit power ratio with respect to the MBS, which is assumed to be
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the same for all SBSs present in the network.
Figure 12. The two-tier considered topology
Fig. 35 also shows the different types of downlink interference present in this co-
channel deployment, represented as dotted red lines. Cross-tier interference shows in two
ways: MUs receive interference from SBSs, and small cell users (SCUs) receive inter-
ference coming from the MBS. In addition, co-tier interference is also modeled as the
interference caused by a SBS to an SCU of an adjacent small cell.
Since there is no planning on the locations of the SBSs, these are drawn from a stochas-
tic point process [95]. The model assumes a Poisson Point Process (PPP) Φs for the spatial
distribution of the base stations with density λ. Similarly, mobile users are also modeled
by an independent PPP, Φu, with different density, namely β. The location of the users
plays an important role in the performance of the estimation framework presented in sec-
tion 3.3.1, which utilizes the users positions as inputs for the generation of the coverage
maps. Further, the employed channel model between the base station and the user accounts
for fading and pathloss. The fading effect follows a Rayleigh distribution and hence the
channel coefficients are assumed to be drawn from i.i.d. exponential distributions. The
pathloss effect is modeled using the standard pathloss function given by PL = ‖d‖−α, where
α > 2 corresponds to the pathloss exponent.
The approach that is followed for the attachment of a user to a base station is the max-
imum SINR criterion: for each user, a set of SINRs is calculated with respect to the base
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stations from which signal is being received, and the maximum is selected for attachment.
We call B the set of base stations present in the network serving both macro- and small cell
areas. Using the former criterion and the model described above, the resulting SINR S of
user u attached to max-SINR base station b can be expressed as follows:
S (u, b) =
Pbhbu ‖d(u, b)‖
−α∑
a∈B\b Pahau ‖d(u, a)‖−α + σ2
(1)
where Pb is the transmitted power from base station b, hbu ∼ exp(1) is the channel coefficient
from base station b to user u, and σ2 is the constant additive noise power. Figure 13 shows
one deployment example generated with this model and the attachment results. In addition
to the differences in macro/small cell transmit power, channel effects and interference also
contribute to the users not always attaching to the closest base station. In Fig. 13, users
being served by a small cell are depicted as such whereas macrocell users are represented
as points without any attachment.














Figure 13. Sample deployment scenario. SBSs and users are distributed as PPPs with densities λ = 2
and β = 12λ respectively. Transmit power ratio of macrocell to SBSs is given by Pmc = 100Psc
3.3 Coverage-based Estimation and Correlation Models
In this section, we present a spatial coverage estimation method for HetNets followed by a
cross-tier correlation analysis of the estimated two-tier coverage maps.
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3.3.1 Coverage Map Estimation Using Random Fields
Spatial statistics constitute a powerful tool utilized in the solution of a broad spectrum of
problems in different fields ranging from sociology or medicine to engineering and tech-
nology. A comprehensive literature review of the field can be found in [96] and [97].
The particular field of wireless communications has also made use of different techniques
drawn from this field [98], as section 3.2 just showed for the case of point processes. In
this section, we focus on the particular subfield of random fields, a set of techniques pre-
viously utilized in the wireless network literature for problems such as the characterization
of spectrum in dynamic spectrum access systems [99] or the PSD estimation of signal and
interference in traditional cellular systems [100]. In most cases, the focus of these works
is centered on modeling and learning about the state of a wireless network at runtime. Our
objective is to make use of these techniques to derive suitable analytical SINR coverage
expressions for cross-correlation analysis of the two tiers.
Originally developed in the field of geostatistics to describe the properties of soil [101],
a random field Z (x) is a stochastic process defined over some metric space or region of
interest W. It is characterized by its mean and covariance function as Eq. (2) shows.
µ (x) = E [Z (x)]
C(x, y) = E
[
Z (x) Z (y)
]
− µ (x) µ (y)
(2)
The application of this framework had the initial objective of reliably estimating soil prop-
erties at locations that cannot be sampled using correlation properties of the field. To char-
acterize the spatial correlation of the collected signals in a given random field, the concept
of semivariogram was introduced, which is calculated as shown in Eq. (55).
γ(x, y) = 0.5 × E
[
(Z (x) − Z (y))2
]
(3)
The semivariogram will only depend on h = x − y if the random process Z is intrinsically
stationary. Further, if Z is also isotropic, the semivariogram γ will only depend on the
distance between the two points ‖h‖ =
√
(x1 − y1)2 + (x2 − y2)2. Hence, our analysis is
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confined to planar deployments due to the irregular distribution of users in the vertical
domain. Since the definition of semivariogram requires an infinite number of samples, we
use the popular empirical semivariogram model to perform the estimation, which estimates
a semivariogram value for each pair of samples. Equation (4) shows the expression, where






[Z(xα + h) − Z(xα)]2 (4)
The empirical semivariogram provides only a limited number of points. Hence, for
the sake of providing reliable subsequent field estimation, we need semivariogram fitting
models. Different parametric models exist, all of which are characterized in terms of three
key empirical parameters: (i) sill, defined as the maximum spatial correlation level for any
two points; (ii) range, defined as the lag between two points at which the semivariogram
reaches the sill value; and (iii) nugget, defined as the semivariogram value for a lag value
of zero. The three models considered in this work are the exponential model γexp, the
Gaussian model γgauss, and the linear model γlin, given by Eqs (5), (6), and (7), where a
represents the range, b the nugget, and c the sill.
γexp(h) = b + c ×
(
1 − exp (−3‖h‖/a)
)
(5)







γlin(h) = b + c + a × ‖h‖ (7)
In wireless systems, different continuous spatial phenomena can be modeled as random
fields. Examples are signal strength, interference power, shadow fading or the coverage
metric SINR. In this work, we shall treat the two-tier downlink SINRs, S M (x) for the
macrocell and S F (x) for the small cell tier, as random fields and assume that a collection
of sample measurements will be available provided by the scattered mobile users. In order
to obtain the full coverage maps over the region of interest, we need to estimate the values
of S M and S F at every position x0 for which a measurement is not directly available.
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We select an ordinary Kriging estimator, a linear estimator of great simplicity exten-
sively used in geostatics. Kriging interpolates the values of observations of a random field
at unobserved locations. For this purpose, a best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) is used
based on a stochastic model of the spatial dependence quantified by the semivariogram. For
a complete discussion and derivation the reader is referred to [96]. In order to obtain the
field value in a generic location given by the vector x, the macrocell estimated field Ŝ M (x)






where m represents the total number of available measurements, S M(xi) represents the sam-
ple field measurements provided by the macrocell users, and the weights λMi (x) correspond
to the Kriging coefficients of the estimator representing how much amount of the measured
field in a particular point will be contained in the estimation. The search for a solution to












where λM is the desired vector of Kriging weights, γM (x) is a vector of semivariogram
values relating the position at which one wishes to estimate (x) to the macrocell users mea-
surements locations (xMi ). Therefore, γ
M
i (x) = γ(x − xi). The parameter µ is a Lagrange
multiplier used in the minimization of the estimator variance whose value can be obtained
from the above equations. Finally, ΓM is the matrix of macrocell measurement semivari-
ograms, given by the following expression:
ΓM =
γ(0) γ(xM1 − x
M
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In the above matrix, the vectors xi correspond to the positions of the m users providing
measurements of the macrocell coverage field. A remark worth noting is the fact that, in
general, the nugget value will be zero (b = 0) since this parameter is used to account for the
variability at distances smaller than the typical sample spacing, including the measurement
error. Thus, for the selected semivariogram fitting models in this work, the diagonal of ΓM
will consist of zeros.
Back to Eq. (9), a simplified expression containing the weight vector is given by
ΓM · λM + µM = γM. (11)









γ(x − xM1 )
γ(x − xM2 )
...
γ(x − xMm )

− µM. (13)
Equation (12) shows in a compact matrix form an expression for the Kriging weight vectors,
which will be obtained according to the selected semivariogram model. Equation (13)
contains the semivariogram values of the macrocell users minus the Lagrange multiplier of
the Kriging equations.
Similarly, the derivation of the estimated small cell tier field Ŝ F with measurements
provided by f mobile users will be performed in an analogous manner. The small cell
coverage field Ŝ F is defined as the maximum SINR value that a mobile user could achieve
at each point of the region of interest if a small cell were serving it.
We are now in place to give analytical expressions for the coverage fields of the two-tier
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network, which are given by Eqs. (14) and (15) in compact matrix form:






























Here, T represents the transpose operator and sF and sM represent the macrocell and small










As a final remark in this section, it is important to acknowledge the dependence of the
model on the density of users per cell since the coverage maps are generated based on
users’ measurements. This work considers a scenario with a realistic proportion of users to
base stations according to the literature and 3GPP, but coverage estimation with this same
model for underutilized cells would deserve further study.
3.3.2 Spatial Cross-tier Correlation Function
Equations (14) and (15) provide continuous field estimations since they allow the calcula-
tion of the field values for any location x belonging to the region of interest W. Therefore,
we can define the cross-tier correlation function as follows:





Ŝ M (u) Ŝ F (u + x) du, (17)
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where Wux and Wuy represent the region of interest in the two spatial dimensions over which
the network is deployed. Utilizing Eqs. (14) and (15) and making some change of notation
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γMµ (u) · b
M · γFµ (u + x) · b
Fdu,
(18)
where the vectors bM and bF capturing the information of the semivariogram matrix and
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where the subindices f (i) and g(i) have been introduced for determining either a specific







g(i) = i mod f
(20)
Switching the order of the sum and the integrals allows us to obtain the final cross-tier
correlation expression given by Eq. (21) as follows:





g(i)Ki (x) , (21)
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In this section, we show numerical results and performance evaluation with the target of
illustrating the correlation analysis of the previous sections. The objective is to validate
the analytical equations for a two-tier network consisting of a macrocell underlaid by a tier
of open access small cells that use the same transmit power. The employed methodology
can be summarized as follows: Following the system model described in Section 3.2, we
simulate two networks with the parameters given by Table 7. Network 1 is a simplified case
with a reduced number of small cell base stations where the channel effects are limited to
the pathloss due to distance. Network 2 is a more realistic case containing numerous base
stations and the channel model presented in Section 3.2. The simulated scenario is used to
obtain the SINR values of the mobile users in the network and their base station attachment.
With those values at hand, we show and analyze in section 3.3.3.1 the complete two-tier
SINR field estimations obtained according to Eqs. (14) and (15). In section 3.3.3.2 we
perform a cross-validation of the three semivariogram models presented in Section 3.3.1 to
determine which of them performs the best estimation. Finally, Section 3.3.3.3 shows the
novel cross-tier correlation functions of Network 1 and Network 2 obtained by evaluating
the derived expressions (21) and (22).
3.3.3.1 Coverage Fields Generation
The estimations of the macrocell and small cell coverage fields are depicted in Fig. 14
and Fig. 15 for Networks 1 and 2, respectively. Both of them have used the exponential
semivariogram model for their generation. In the case of Network 1, the structure of the
SINR fields is very clean since the only present channel effect is the pathloss, and hence
no randomness affects the estimation. As expected, the macrocell SINR field exhibits a
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Table 1. Network Simulation Parameters
Parameter Network 1 Network 2
Macrocell area (km) 5 10
Number of MBSs 1 1
SBSs density (λ) 1 2
Mobile user density (β) 10 24
Power ratio (S/F) 100 100
Pathloss exponent 3 3
Channel exponential mean - 1
Attachment criterion max-SINR max-SINR
maximum at the location of the MBS. The quality of the field goes down with the distance
to the base station due to the pathloss effect and the interference coming from the three
small cells present in the network. Minima of the SINR field are precisely met at the
location of these SBSs. Reciprocally, the small cell tier exhibits also an expected structure,
with maxima located at the SBS locations and a minimum at the location of the MBS. Thus,
a clear cross-correlation exists between the two fields.
The case of Network 2 is illustrated in Fig. 15. Here, we observe fields of a less smooth
structure. The randomness of the Rayleigh fading channel and the more complex nature
of the network are responsible for it. However, since our final objective is to determine
and characterize a possible cross-correlation between the fields, we do observe reciprocal
behavior in the two-tier field despite the channel. Maxima and minima are still located
at the positions of the base stations, while the type of base station depends on whether
it corresponds to the macrocell or small cell tier. Thus, a characterization of the cross-
correlation is still meaningful, as it will be shown in section 3.3.3.3.
3.3.3.2 Semivariogram Model Cross-Validation
We now explore the different semivariogram fitting models introduced in section 3.3.1.
The three cases that will be analyzed correspond to the exponential, Gaussian, and lin-
ear models employed for the best possible fitting of user measurements to an analytical
semivariogram function. The method that we follow is a cross-validation of the estimation
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(b) small cell SINR field












































































(b) small cell SINR field
Figure 15. Two-tier coverage field estimation with exponential semivariogram model for Network 2
results for the case of Network 2, where a larger pool of measurements is available. An es-
timation is performed at each location for which a measurement is available, and the error
of the estimation is obtained by subtracting the estimated value from the real value. This
method is repeated for the three models. Furthermore, two error metrics are shown: The
complete cross-validation error distribution where all the estimation errors for both fields









where N is the total number of measurements.
The results of the cross-validation experiment are shown in Fig. 16. In all cases, the
distribution of the cross-validation error has a shape resembling a Gaussian distribution
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(a) Exponential: E = 1.23 · 10−25






















(b) Gaussian: E = 1.48 · 10−21






















(c) Linear: E = 6.49 · 10−22
Figure 16. Cross-validation error distribution of the two-tier field estimation.
centered around an error of zero. Furthermore, all three models exhibit an acceptable esti-
mation MSE, with the exponential model being the one that more accurately estimates the
coverage values. Therefore, the exponential semivariogram model is the most suitable for
reconstructing the coverage fields in a two-tier cellular network.
3.3.3.3 Cross-correlation Function
This section shows the numerical results obtained by implementing the analytical expres-
sion for the cross-correlation function obtained in section 3.3.2. Again, the cases of both
Network 1 and 2 are illustrated. A two-dimensional grid is generated for the calculation
of the cross-correlation function. Additionally, the raw results obtained with Eq. (21) for
every grid position are informative only when compared to each other in a relative fash-
ion. Therefore, it makes sense to further normalize them to obtain a metric similar to a
cross-correlation coefficient with values between -1 and +1. However, as opposed to a
cross-correlation coefficient, a value of +1 would not mean that the fields are identical but
their correlation would be just maximum. The normalizing operation is given by




where Rmin and RRmax correspond to the minimum and maximum values of the analytical
cross-correlation function.
Figure 17 shows the cross-correlation results. The cross-tier correlation function of both























































Figure 17. Analytical cross-tier correlation results
a meaningful remark since it is precisely when the two unshifted fields overlap, causing
minima and maxima to coincide in space and largely contribute to the cross-correlation
value. Thus, it is in this location that the integral in (17) should yield a result of highest
absolute value. However, the two-tier fields can be considered as phase shifted 180◦ since
maxima in one field are mapped to minima in the reciprocal field. Hence the value -1.
The cross-correlation function provides also some information regarding the location
of the small cells within the network. No phase shift exists in this case between the two
fields since the maximum corresponding to the MBS in the macrocell field is matched with
the maxima corresponding to the SBS in the small cell tier. In the case of Network 1, the
function is smoother due to the simplified architecture of the network and three maxima can
be detected, corresponding to the three small cells existing in the network. The complexity
of Network 2 does not allow to differentiate the locations of the small cells but it does
convey an idea of the density of SBSs contained in a certain area.
Beyond the intuitive meaningfulness of the results, we further validate the cross-correlation
model by obtaining a normalized spatial cross-correlation coefficient of the two fields with
the built-in function of MATLAB normxcorr2. We compare these results with the analyt-
ical ones shown above. The graphs are omitted from the manuscript due to lack of space
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but MSEs in the order of 10−8 and 10−6 for Network 1 and Network 2 respectively sug-
gest an analytical model accurate enough for the representation of the cross-tier correlation
function.
These results validate the intuitive idea of coverage correlation between tiers due to
interference. Hence, understanding the level of this correlation in the spatial dimension
is very useful knowledge that can be applied in the design of practical solution for tiered
networks, as it will be shown in future chapters of this thesis.
3.4 Application to the Cell Association Problem
In addition to interference, cell association is another important challenge for HetNets.
Deciding which users should be attached to which base station is a trivial problem in the
case of homogeneous networks: The SINR is maximized and the base station providing the
highest SINR is always selected. However, this approach in the case of HetNets leads to
a high underutilization of the small cells since very few users would be attached to them.
To solve this problem and increase the capacity gains of small cells, the current agreed
solution is to expand the range of the small cells by introducing a so-called bias factor
[36]. However, this increases the interference on the user, thus coupling the ICI and cell
association problems [102]. In this section, we present one application of how two-tier
coverage correlation can be used to solve the problem of cell association for HetNets.
3.4.1 Correlation-aware Cell-specific Bias for Range Expansion
As explained above, a bias factor is utilized to expand the range of small cells. This factor,
applied at the receiver of the users, acts as a positive offset in dB added to the actual received
power from the SBS that makes the user believe the received power is higher and so that
it performs the handover at an earlier point. As a consequence, it allows more users to be
associated with the small cell. In linear scale, the factor is a multiplicative term modifying
the actual received power from the small cell base station, as Eq. (25) shows [37].






Here, Pr, j is the received power from the a base station in tier j, P j is the common transmit
power of base stations in tier j, L0 is the path loss at a reference distance r0 where −α j
is a per-tier path loss exponent, R j is the distance to the nearest base station in tier j, and
B j is an identical bias factor for each tier j. Without modifying the transmit power, that
adjustment makes the user believe the received power is higher than what it actually is.
Hence, it performs the handover at an earlier point, allowing more users to be associated










Figure 18. Biased picocell coverage.
Several problems arise in this scenario: First, interference is incurred in the users as
they will hand over to the small cell when they are still receiving strong signal from the
macrocell. Second, setting a universal bias factor for all the small cells in the network is
a very rigid approach that may undermine performance since not all the coverage regions
of the different small cells have the same features, even when their transmit powers are the
same. For this reason, we introduce a correlation-aware cell-specific bias solution where
the cross-tier correlation of the fields is exploited to provide a suitable cell bias value for
each small cell.
The approach can be summarized as follows: The cell-specific bias will approximately
keep its universal value when the respective increase and decrease of coverage in each of
the two network tiers moving away from the small cell are correlated, i.e., when one is
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cause of the other. Otherwise its value will be modified in such a way that steep falls in
the coverage of a small cell when moving away from its base station without a correlated
increasing field of the surrounding macrocell will decrease the value of the bias factor.
Similarly, steep falls in the macrocell coverage when approaching a SBS that does not
present a correlated small cell field will increase the bias value. By doing this, the bias
will adapt to the dual behavior of both fields: It will increase its value when there is gain
in further extending small cell coverage, and it will decrease when the universal bias value
is already causing losses. This adaptation can be also very useful to optimize the cell
association when the two strongest powers come from two small cells, but that problem is
now left as future work.
To implement the above scheme, the coverage maps need to be generated in order to
obtain relevant information regarding the fields. Then, the cell-specific bias value should
be calculated. A simple implementation of the above principle for the derivation of the
cell-specific bias is








where Bi is the cell bias of small cell i, Bun is the universal bias value, and both mFi and
m̂M are estimations of the steepness of the fields around small cell i. These values can be
estimated in different ways. In Section 3.4.2 we show one particularly simple method using
the coverage maps derived in Section 3.3.1. Finally, δ is a system parameter that adjusts the
ratio to make it close to one for the highest correlated case where the universal bias value
is a wise design choice.
It is worthwhile to include a remark on the low implementation costs of this approach.
Small cell base stations just need to collect SINR values of their users -which they do
already- while some signalling exchange between the two tiers would be carried out re-
garding the macrocell coverage map around the small cell area. This communication could
take place over a wired or over-the-air (OTA) backhaul connection. However, other imple-
mentations of correlation-aware cell-specific bias can also be easily designed.
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3.4.2 Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of the cell-specific bias approach we simulate user rates and
per-cell throughput values for a network without bias, with several universal bias values,
and with cell-specific bias. For the latter case, the steepness of the fields m̂M and m̂Fi
is estimated by averaging the spatial slope of the coverage maps in the four main spatial
directions (north, east, south, west) when going away from the small cell base station. For
this experiment, the average is performed over the coverage radius of a bias-free small
cell. Furthermore, the experiment dismisses users with too low rates that are considered in
outage. The boundary is given by the 80% of the lowest rate in a bias-free scenario.
Figure 19 shows the cumulative density functions (CDF) of user rates and per-cell
throughput for the case of Network 2. The considered universal bias values are 10%, 15%,
and 20% of the average received power across the network, and the reference Bun value for
the cell specific case is 15%. When the rates of all users are shown, the bias-free case shows
the best results because the few users in the small cells will experience a high SINR. The
larger the bias, the worse the geometry of the small cell. Cell-specific bias performs better
than its reference value and all other larger bias values. However, when the cell through-
put is considered, i.e., all the user rates per small cell are aggregated, the cell-specific bias
solution performs the best. These results show that depending on the characteristics of the
coverage map, a universal bias value may be too large for some small cells and too small
for some others. In the former case, the geometry of the cell is hurt, i.e., users attached to
it suffer from low SINR and subsequent low data rates. In the latter case, there is a loss
of capacity since more users could be supported. Thus, both cases show a degradation of
their throughputs when the bias values are not correctly chosen. On the other hand, a cell-
specific bias is capable of providing each cell with an appropriate tradeoff value that allows
it to increase the number of supported users and the overall throughput.
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Figure 19. Cell-specific bias results
3.5 Conclusions
Inter-cell interference stands out as major performance degrading effects in HetNets. In
this chapter, we have addressed the fundamental issue of the spatial coverage cross-tier
correlation between the macrocell and the small cell tiers in the presence of interference
by introducing a new mathematical framework. First, we derived analytical expressions
for the estimated two-tier coverage fields using techniques from the random field theory.
We utilized different estimation models and cross-validated them for an assessment of their
suitability for the task at hand. Stemming from these expressions, we derived a novel
closed-form expression for the cross-tier correlation function exclusively dependent on the
estimator’s parameters. Results have shown the suitability of the model for the estima-
tion of the fields and their correlation as well as the potential of using cross-correlation to
efficiently solve practical problems of HetNets.
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CHAPTER 4
INTERFERENCE AVOIDANCE FOR MASSIVE MIMO-ENABLED
TIME-DIVISION DUPLEX HETEROGENEOUS NETWORKS
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we present a novel architecture design for time-division duplex (TDD)
HetNets suitable for massive MIMO systems that minimizes the the pilot contamination
effect of the system. The pilot contamination effect and the most relevant literature on
the topic were presented in Section 2.2.1. None of the papers referenced in that section
dealing with pilot contamination considers the case of a HetNet scenario. However, the
particularities of a HetNet architecture can have a great impact in the design of the best
strategy to cope with pilot contamination.
The concept of massive MIMO was introduced in Section 1.3 since it has been indeed
identified as a key technology for future 5G systems. One particularly important feature of
massive MIMO cellular systems is the need for an underlying TDD architecture. It is well
known that the exploitation of MIMO communication requires full channel knowledge at
knowledge at the transmitter [103]. Although some research has been carried out inves-
tigating the applicability of frequency-division duplex (FDD) in massive MIMO systems
[104], [105], [106], it is generally accepted that this approach would require an unafford-
able overhead in terms of pilots to estimate the large amount of channels [24]. Unlike
FDD systems where the uplink and downlink transmissions take place over different fre-
quencies, TDD benefits from channel reciprocity because the same frequencies are used
for both transmission paths. This means that in TDD systems both the uplink and down-
link channels can be estimated directly at the base station by using just uplink pilots, thus
avoiding both the forward link and feedback overhead required by FDD systems.
It is important for this work to review the currently proposed TDD architectures since
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the smart design of such an architecture will be the method employed in this paper to elimi-
nate the pilot contamination effect. 3GPP defines the TDD version of LTE systems, known
as TD-LTE, with an architecture consisting of a radio frame divided in subframes where
each subframe can be configured in uplink (U) or downlink (D) mode [107]. The refer-
ence signals or pilots (P) are transmitted both for the uplink and downlink directions in
particularly designated subframes shared for the two transmission paths. The configura-
tion is static and equal for all cells of the network. Table 2 shows the possible standard
configurations of TD-LTE systems.
Table 2. TD-LTE Configurations
Configuration Periodicity Subframe Number
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 5 ms D P U U U D P U U U
1 5 ms D P U U D D P U U D
2 5 ms D P U D D D P U D D
3 10 ms D P U U U D P D D D
4 10 ms D P U U D D P D D D
5 10 ms D P U D D D P D D D
6 5 ms D P U U U D P U U D
However, current work within LTE-A Rel-12 suggests the adaptive configuration of the
transmission path for each subframe to match load requirements more precisely. This fea-
ture is known as enhanced International Mobile Telecommunications Advanced (eIMTA)
[6]. Furthermore, some recent work in the literature explores a TDD architecture for mas-
sive MIMO HetNets where the regular TDD mode can be replaced by the reverse TDD
mode, hence letting downlink and uplink communication in different cells coexist in time
[108], [109]. However, pilot contamination effect is completely ignored in the analysis.
The motivation for this work lies in the need to provide an architectural framework
optimized for the coexistence of HetNets and massive MIMO. The significance of this
problem is very high since both of the former technologies will constitute key elements of
future 5G systems. The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• Novel TDD HetNet Architecture: A novel architecture for massive MIMO-enabled
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HetNets is proposed where the characteristics of TDD systems are exploited to mit-
igate the pilot contamination effect. In particular, the configuration of each time slot
of each cell belonging to each network tier will be selected in such a way that the in-
terference caused in the system is minimized. Four configurations for each time slot
will be possible: Downlink (D), uplink (U), downlink pilot (PD), and uplink pilot
(PU). However, certain constraints will need to be satisfied within the radio frame of
each cell.
• Interference Analysis of Novel Architecture: The interference pattern of the proposed
architecture is analyzed in depth. In particular, two fundamental interference regimes
are defined where pilot contamination will or will not be present. Whether a certain
cell is operating in one or another regime depends on the design of the TDD archi-
tecture, since only certain configurations will cause pilot contamination to appear.
Furthermore, the optimal basic TDD configuration for one serving cell and one in-
terfering cell is investigated based on interference criteria, and further considerations
based on the reciprocity of interference, the transmit power, and the interferer’s mode
of operation are also included in our analysis.
• Problem Formulation and Solution Strategies for the TDD HetNet Grid: The TDD
HetNet grid represents the set of multi-tier cells whose TDD configuration must be
chosen on a per-time-slot basis. Thus, the problem of selecting the optimal TDD
configuration is mathematically formulated using the above interference-based crite-
ria and the framework of a grid. Since its integer combinatorial nature makes it very
hard to solve it analytically, we propose two different strategies that can be used as
guidelines to develop efficient algorithmic solutions to the TDD HetNet Grid prob-
lem.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2 we present the
system model for this paper covering the signal model and the basics of a generic TDD
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architecture. Section 4.3 introduces our novel TDD HetNet architecture and the problem
of its design. The interference analysis of such an architecture is shown in Section 4.4,
while the formal TDD HetNet grid problem and the proposed strategies for its solution are
covered in Section 4.5. Performance evaluation is carried out within those same sections.
Finally, conclusions as well as directions for future work are pointed out in Section 4.7.
4.2 System Model
This section introduces the system model for this paper. In particular, we describe how the
signal and frame transmission is represented, and the model for a TDD HetNet architecture.
4.2.1 Signal and Frame Model
It is assumed that all cells of all tiers utilize OFDM. The channel model for each subcarrier
is flat-fading where the small-scale fading vector h ji from network element i to network
element j is independent across users and base stations and follows the complex gaussian
distribution given by CN(0, I). The estimated channel vector is denoted as ĥ ji . If the
channel is MIMO, we represent it with a matrix H. The pathloss effect is modeled using the
standard pathloss function given by α ji = ‖d(i, j)‖
−αe , where d(i, j) is the distance between
network elements i and j, and αe > 2 corresponds to the pathloss exponent. We further
assume a block fading model both in time and frequency: First, the channel vectors hi j
remain constant during cherence blocks of N time slots, and the channel vectors in different
time slots are assumed to be independent. The pathloss, however, is assumed to remain
constant since it changes much more slowlier. Second, the channel vectors remain also
constant across a certain number of subcarriers. In this work, it is enough to assume that the
number of pilots in each cell will be suited to the channel coherence badnwidth. Channel
reciprocity is assumed for both multipath fading and pathloss.
The pilot-based channel estimation is key in this work. Using channel reciprocity and
the N-coherence-block assumption, we safely further assume that pilots will be sent in each
cell once every N time slots and just over one transmission path, being this either downlink
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or uplink. If the base station managing the cell is equipped with massive MIMO, the pilots
can only be sent in the uplink; otherwise the cell has freedom to choose it. As we will show,
this design decision has an impact on interference performance. The number of time slots
dedicated to uplink (nU) and downlink (nD) communication will be assumed to be equal in
all cells.
Regarding the pilots, we assume that a set of K time-frequency orthogonal pilots exists
for each cell regardless of its tier. This means that the maximum number of supported users
for each cell without pilot contamination within the same cell is also K. A different pilot
signal Ψi is used in the communication with each user i of one cell, and the received signal
is multiplied by a reciprocal signal Ψ′i such that Eq. (27) holds.
Ψ′i · Ψi = 1 ∀i
Ψ′i · Ψ j = 0 ∀i , j
(27)
It is assumed that regardless of the transmission path that is chosen to transmit the pilots, a
single pilot signal will be allocated for the channel estimation phase of the communication
of a base station with each of its served users. Furthermore, the value of K is assumed large
enough to serve all MUs under the MBS; hence, base stations in lower tiers are assumed to
have enough pilots to serve their users. No coordinating mechanism among base stations is
assumed, thus pilots from different base stations at each tier may be subject to contaminate
each other.
In this work, base stations will use the multiple number of antennas to perform beam-
forming in the downlink. The precoding vector is obtained by calculating the normalized





Similarly, the multiple antennas are exploited at the receiver of the base station by decoding
the signal using Maximal Ratio Combining (MRC) as Eq. (29) shows, where yb is the
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received signal at base station b.
q̂ = ĥ · yb (29)
The total number of base stations in the network is known as B. Furthermore, we denote
by Kb the number of users associated to base station b. For data transmission, we denote
by qk the symbol sent by user k in the uplink, and by sbk the symbol sent by base station b
to user k in the downlink.
4.2.2 HetNet Topology
The HetNet topology considered in this work is depicted in Fig. 20. A three-tier network
is considered consisting of a macrocell tier (MT), a picocell tier (PT), and a femtocell tier
(FT), all of them deployed using a universal frequency resue approach. The MT has only
one MBS while picocell base stations (PBSs) and femtocell base stations (FBSs) are dis-
tributed following the usual PPP distribution widely used in the literature to model HetNet
topologies [95]. We denote the PBS and FBS densities as λP and λF , respectively. Similarly,
the users are also distributed following one single PPP distribution across the network, thus







Figure 20. Considered HetNet topology
In this work, each tier is characterized by two power values, namely the transmit power
of the base stations belonging to one tier (assumed constant and equal among base stations
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of the same tier), and the average transmit power of a user in each tier. The former parame-
ter is denoted as S M, S P, and S F for the MT, PT, and FT, respectively. The latter parameter
is also assumed different for each tier and directly proportional to the average distance to
the serving base station in each tier. The assumption is reasonable since users closer to
their serving base station should employ less amount of power in the downlink. The aver-
age power values for the MT, PT, and FT are denoted as S UM , S UP , and S UF , respectively.
4.3 Novel TDD HetNet Architecture
In this section, we present a novel TDD architecture for massive MIMO-enabled HetNets.
The goal of our proposed architecture design is to mitigate the overall interference of the
network. As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, the most critical factor in massive MIMO sys-
tems is the pilot contamination effect; hence, our design is targeted at minimizing pilot
contamination effect and overall interference.
The proposed architecture makes use of a frame structure coarsely related to that of a
radio frame in TD-LTE systems. Each frame consists of N time slots, each of which is
configured in one of the following modes of operation:
• Downlink Pilot (PD), for reference signals transmitted in the downlink.
• Uplink Pilot (PU), for reference signals transmitted in the uplink.
• Downlink (D), for downlink data transmission.
• Uplink (U), for uplink data transmission.
Each TDD frame is assumed to last less than the channel coherence time, hence only
one time slot out of N needs to transport pilot signals for each cell. Furthermore, cells
where the base station is massive MIMO-enabled can only transport pilots using PU mode.
Each base station in the network may have a different configuration for its TDD frame
although the number of downlink and uplink time slots must be the same across cells. In
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this paper we further consider such configuration to be static during the network operation
time, i.e., it does not change for each TDD frame.
The objective of this work is to provide insight on the optimal design for such a TDD
HetNet architecture. The most important elements of the design that need to be figured out
are the following: (i) the position of the pilots within the TDD frame, (ii) the transmission
path over which the pilots will be sent, and (iii) the selection of D or U modes of operation
for the data transmission time slots. The extent to which these three design elements are
related among themselves and represent a crucial factor for the gravity of the pilot contam-
ination effect will become apparent during the interfere analysis of Section 4.4. In addition,
the freedom to select the D and U time slots independently in each cell introduces a gener-
alized TDD version of the regular and reverse TDD modes [108]. This creates interference
patterns that can be classified as base-station-to-user (B2U), base-station-to-base-station
(B2B), user-to-base-station (U2B), and user-to-user (U2U). Although these modes are in-
dependent of the pilot contamination effect, they will greatly impact the overall interference
performance of the system and must be therefore taken into account when providing a TDD
design solution.
Figure 21 shows the architecture design problem depicted as a grid where the rows
represent the cells and the columns represent the time slots. In the particular example of
Fig. 21, three base stations are depicted, each of them belonging to one network tier. Each
of them is characterized by two power values as explained in Section 4.2. The problem is
thus to fill out the TDD grid minimizing the interference of the system.
4.4 Interference Analysis
In this section, we perform an interference analysis of a TDD HetNet whose architecture
has to be designed according to the principles specified in Section 4.3. In particular, we
investigate how to fill out the TDD grid in Fig. 21 when one or several of the base stations








Figure 21. The HetNet TDD grid
pay special attention to the pilot contamination effect introduced in Section 4.1 and to the
interference source, which can be both users and base stations, thus impacting the received
interference power.
Here, we provide expressions for the received signal at each of the four possible modes
of operation described in Section 4.3. In the uplink, we assume that the transmission from
different users is performed on the same resources. In the downlink, however, we assume an
OFDMA scheduler allocates resources in orthogonal subcarriers to the different users. We
distinguish between training phase (i.e., time slots during which the channel estimation
is performed) and data transmission phase, which encompass both U and D modes of
operation.
We call r the received signal coming within the serving cell, free of ICI. During the
training phase, the received signal at base station bi if PU mode is used is given by Eq. (30)














where it has been assumed that bi is the serving cell of user ki during PD mode, and T (bi)
represents the network tier of base station bi, i.e., MT, PT, or FT. During the data transmis-



















where the precoding weights of the downlink transmission are obtained using Eq. (28).
We now introduce ICI to the above expressions. Since each cell may have a different
TDD configuration, it is possible for each time slot to receive interference in any of the four
modes of operation: PU , PD, U, or D. For convenience, we define the binary matrix Γ of
size b × 4 per time slot, where an entry of 1 per row indicates which of the four modes of
operation is used in each base station. We denote by γi j the element in row i and column j
of matrix Γ. With that in mind, we define the interference metric Ix, where the x may stand
for bi or ki depending on whether the interference is received at a base station or a user. In
Eq. (34), the channel h may be a vector if x = bi or a scalar in case x = ki. Similarly, H
will be a matrix if x = bi or a vector if x = ki.





























































4.4.1 Fundamental Interference Regimes
In this section, we introduce the concept of fundamental interference regimes. A cell will
operate in a particular interference regime with respect to another interfering cell depend-
ing on (i) the existence of pilot contamination effect, i.e., the interferer’s TDD configura-
tion during the training phase, and (ii) the selection of the mode of operation at both the
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serving and interfering cells during the data transmission phase. We define two fundamen-
tal regimes, namely the Pilot Contamination Regime (PCR) and the Regular Interference
Regime (RIR). As the names suggest, the former occurs when the channel estimate is con-
taminated by another existing channel in the system, thus introducing the risk of beam-
formed interference. The latter represents the more usual case where interference can be
thought of as noise in the system. We explain these two concepts more in detail in the
following.
4.4.1.1 Pilot Contamination Regime (PCR)
The case of PCR implies that the channel estimate is contaminated in such a way that
beamforming the transmit signal at the base station using, e.g., the expression in (28), will
imply directing interference to another existing element in the network. For that effect
to happen, the interference received during the training phase of the cell must come from
another cell (uplink or downlink) that is using the same pilot signal as the particular user
being served. In our proposed TDD HetNet architecture, the network elements subject to
contaminating the pilot estimation may be both users and base stations, since transmission
paths for each time slot at each base station can be configured independently.
Let us first investigate the case where the pilots in the serving cell are sent over the
uplink, i.e., the mode PU is used during the training phase. To set this cell in PCR with
respect to an interfering cell, the interfering cell must be also executing its training phase
during the same time slot. If that happens, pilot contamination will occur when the same
pilot sequence is reused in two different users of the two cells. The reason follows from Eq.
(27). Since we are assuming PU mode for the training phase, the estimation is performed
at the base station, and the contaminated estimates correspond to the (reciprocal) channels
between the receiving base station and the interfering element. Two possibilities exist for
the interfering element: Either a user (uplink) or a base station (downlink). We call the
first regime PCR-U and the second PCR-D. The former implies that the interfering cell
is operating in PU mode while the latter imples a PD mode. Figure 22 summarizes these
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Figure 22. TDD configurations during training phase and their corresponding interference scenarios
for PCR-U and PCR-D regimes.
Assuming that during PCR-U all interfering cells are operating in PU mode, the re-




+ IPUbi + z, (35)
where z is the additive white gaussian noise (AWGN) and IPUbi represents one of the four
components of Ix in (34) when x stands for a base station. Then, the pilot-based channel




















is the number of base stations using the pilot sequence k′ for channel estima-
tion. The most interesting element of Eq. (36) is the channel vector hbik′′b , which represents
the channels from all interfering users using the same pilot sequence to the serving base
station bi. These particular channels that have contaminated the estimates become a very
degrading interfering when beamforming is performed, since the precoding vector is just
the normalized version of the channel estimate.
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Let us now look at the PCR-D case assuming all interfering cells are operating in PD




+ IPDbi + z, (37)




































represents the l-th SIMO channel from the interfering base station b to the
serving base station bi using the same pilot signal as user k′. Hence, we observe a major
difference between PCR-U and PCR-D modes: The contaminating contributions represent
a B2U channel in the case of PCR-U and a B2B channel in the case of PCR-D.
The above observation has important implications in the TDD design. It is well known
that the main directivity gains of beamforming come from pre-multiplying the transmit sig-
nal by the same channel vector that will be undergone by the signal before being received,
hence increasing its energy in that particular direction. Precoding the signal with a channel
estimate that contains the interfering channel during the training phase will boost therefore
the transmission in that particular direction, increasing interference.
Assuming a single interferer case, let us focus our attention in the scalar product h · w
that takes place after transmitting a beamformed signal. The mentioned scalar product
when the channel estimate is contaminated can be expressed as follows:




hbik′ + h j
‖hbik′ + h j‖
=
h̄x · hbik′
‖hbik′ + h j‖
+
h̄x · h j
‖hbik′ + h j‖
(39)
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where hx is the channel experienced by the transmitted signal. It should be clear from Eq.
(39) that the received power will be maximized when hx is either equal to hbik′ or to h j. One
maximum will be attained at the user k′ for which the signal is intended; however, it is up
to design of the TDD architecture not to let the network element j to be listening to the
wireless medium at that time slot. The element j can be either a user or a base station as it
was previously explained.
An analog argument applies for data reception on the uplink using MRC combining
since the channel estimate is also used for signal combining and decoding as shown in
(29).
Both in the uplink and downlink, the problem of having a contaminated channel esti-
mate can be severe, especially when the number of antennas is very large. However, the
proposed TDD architecture provides the flexibility to avoid the reception of signal when
a strong interering beam is directed towards the receiver. Or said in more plain words,
to avoid listening when directed interference exists. Our proposed method to implement
this interference avoidance scheme relies on selecting the appropriate transmission paths
configuration given the training phase configuration of the cells. Let us call Reduced Con-
tamination Regime (RCR) the TDD configuration that avoids listening when directed in-
terference exists, and Increased Contamination Regime (ICR) the case when beamformed
interference is received.
We seek the RCR and ICR configurations for both PCR-U and PCR-D regimes. In
the case of PCR-U, we need to avoid the user who contaminated the pilot to be listening
to the channel when the serving base station transmits. Hence, the D mode should be
avoided in the interfering cell when D is selected in the serving cell. Similarly, when the
serving cell is receiving data in D mode using MRC combining, the U mode should not be
utilized in the interfering cell. Hence, these two configurations represent ICR in PCR-U.
An analog reflection follows for PCR-D regime: The interfering base station should not
be listening (i.e., set in U mode) when the serving base station is transmitting (D mode),
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while a simultaneous downlink transmission of the interfering cell (D) while the serving
base station is receiving data (U) would greatly degrade performance.
Table 3 shows the most fundamental findings of this contribution, where S stands for
serving cell and I for interfering cell. In summary, we can state that two cells should have
different TDD configuration for the data transmission slots if in PCR-U regime, whereas
the configuration of the time slots should be the same for PCR-D mode. This rule provides
powerful insights on how a TDD HetNet architecture should be designed to mitigate the
critical pilot contamination effect of massive MIMO systems.
Table 3. Pilot Contamination Regime Classification
RCR ICR
PCR-D
S D U D U
I D U U D
PCR-U
S D U D U
I U D D U
The reader may be wondering about the case of the serving cell using PD mode for the
training phase. In this case, the channel could be also contaminated by another exisisting
channel in the system, but it would never be as harmful as in former case because it’s the
user who performs the estimation and feeds them back to the base station. Thus, the chan-
nels contaminating the estimate would always be between interfering network elements and
the user. These channels will never be present when performing beamforming or combin-
ing at the serving base station. Therefore, the configuration of the TDD architecture would
not have such a big impact on the interference performance.
4.4.1.2 Regular Interference Regime (RIR)
The interference in the system not caused by a contamination of the channel estimate falls
under the category of RIR. We say that a serving cell operates under RIR with respect to an
interfering cell when the latter has no way of causing beamformed interference to users or
base stations in any of the two cells. Figure 23 shows the pairs of TDD configurations that
cause RIR. When the channel estimation is performed while data transmission occurs in
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the interfering cell, the estimation may lack precision because of noise-like effects but no
other existing channel becomes part of the channel estimate since the pilot signal applied at
the receiver was not used at the transmitter. In addition, we also classify as RIR the channel
contamination suffered under PD mode when the interfering cell is also on a training phase















S Serving cell I Interfering cell
Figure 23. TDD configurations during training phase for RIR mode.
Later in this chapter we explore the differences between PCR and RIR. Although it is
not intuitively clear whether it is more beneficial or not to induce more RIRs than PCRs in
a grid, there is no doubt that some PCR configurations are unavoidable. In that case, RCR
must be set at all cost to avoid the directed interference of ICR.
4.4.2 Other Important Considerations
Besides the fundamental interference regimes caused by the training phase configuration,
there are other important factors that need to be taken into account when filling out the
TDD grid. Those are summarized in the following.
4.4.2.1 Interfering Power Level
The level of received interference power at any receiver is critical to provide acceptable per-
formance. While this is an obvious consideration for the data transmission phases, we show
in the subsequent section that the impact of the interference power level during the training
phase is also very high. In any case, the average level of interference primarily depends
on the interferers’ transmit power, location and, particularly for the downlink of massive
MIMO system, on the pilot contamination effect. Furthermore, the transmit power of the
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interfering device depends on both the network tier and the transmission path scheduled
for the interfering cell in that time slot. With these elements in mind, it becomes crucial
to provide a solution for the TDD grid that avoids highly degrading interference configura-
tions (e.g., beamformed interference due to pilot contamination coming from a MBS) while
allowing less degrading cases (e.g., non-beamformed interference coming from a FBS).
4.4.2.2 Interference Reciprocity
Two neighboring cells both cause and receive interference to/from one another. This means
that the TDD configuration of two cells must be analyzed from two perspectives: When cell
one acts as the serving cell and cell two as interfering cell, and when cell two acts as serving
cell and cell one acts as interferer. This interference reciprocity feature makes an optimal
solution to the grid more complex since both directions must be taken into account when
evaluating a particular filling of the grid.
4.4.2.3 Number of Antennas at the Interferer
As a consequence of the interference reciprocity feature, the number of antennas at the
interfering device also impacts the solution to the grid. While single-antenna transmitters
do not perform beamforming, thus rendering the pilot contamination problem insignificant,
multiple-antenna transmitters do. This means that the interference regime undergone by an
interfering cell is not relevant when that interfering cell is operating in uplink (terminals are
considered single-antenna in this work) or the base stations are single-antenna. Otherwise,
the undergone fundamental interference regime does matter.
Section 4.5 formalizes these considerations in the formulation and solution of the TDD
grid problem.
4.5 The TDD HetNet Grid Problem
In this section, we formally present the TDD HetNet Grid problem. As it was shown in
Fig. 21, the TDD HetNet grid is composed of the frames belonging to each cell of the
grid, with each subdivided in a number of time slots that is the same for the whole system.
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The problem we are trying to solve is how to optimally decide the configuration of each
time slot, i.e., which of the four possible modes (D, U, PU , or PD) is the most suitable
one for each time slot of each cell. The criterion followed for the selection is based on the
interference analysis described in the previous section. In particular, the highly degrading
effect of pilot contamination should be avoided at all cost.
In the folloing, we present a mathematical formulation of the TDD HetNet Grid prob-
lem as an optimization problem. Unfortunately, this problem cannot be easily solved with
conventional techniques and hence, we propose two different solution strategies that can be
used as guidelines for any particular algorithmic solution of the problem at hand.
4.5.1 Problem Formulation
The TDD HetNet grid can be seen as a matrix A whose rows correspond to the cells present
in the network and the columns represent the time slots. As the main target should be to
minimize the interference in the system, the objective function must perform some sort of
operation that allows the determination of the interference regime that is achieved between
each possible pair of cells in the system. To determine the regime, it is necessary to observe
the location of the pilot slots, and whethere these are transmitted in the uplink or in the
downlink of the TDD system. As mentioned earlier, channels estimated at the users by
non-massive MIMO cells do not present the problems of pilot contamination since the
contaminating contribution does not affect the beamforming or combining. In addition to
the matrix A, it is convenient to have a vector p of length the number of cells in the system
which indicates the position of the pilot time slot within the frame of each cell. As for the
rest of variables that play a role in the formulation of our problem, Table 4 summarizes
all of them as well as their description. Note that the different modes of operation are
represented by +1, 0,−1 where we make the distinction of 0− and 0+ to differentiate pilots
transmitted in the uplink and downlink, respectively.
The formulation of the problem can be found in Eqs. (40a) through (40h). Given as
input the necessary system parameters, the challenge is to minimize a cost function that
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Table 4. Elements of the TDD HetNet Grid Problem
Element Description
N Number of time slots in a frame
L Number of base stations
nD Number of downlink time slots in a frame
nU Number of uplink time slots in a frame
LMM Massive MIMO indicator vector
NMM Number of massive MIMO-enabled base stations
A TDD grid matrix
p Pilot location vector
C(·, ·, ·, ·) Cost function
{−1, 0−, 0+,+1} {U, PU , PD,D}
accounts for the interference generated between each pair of cells in the system, and then
aggregates it. For each pair, one cell is considered the serving cell and the second one is
considered the interferer. The cost function C(·, ·, ·, ·) receives as arguments (i) the type of
pilot used by the serving cell, (ii) the mode of operation used by the interfering cell at the
interfering slot of (i), (iii) the mode of operation of the serving cell at the data transmission
stage, and (iv) the mode of operation of the interfering cell at the data transmission stage.
The cost function itself can be defined in different ways. The main idea is to define a
mapping function that assigns weights (costs) to each combination of time slots interfering
with each other based on the regime attained during the training phase. Higher costs will
be thus allocated to ICR configurations, but the transmit power of the interfering network
element also plays an important role when assigning the costs: The higher the interfering
power, the higher the cost associated with that configuration. So one simple example of
mapping would be to assign costs to ICR configurations based on the ratio average received
power over average interfering power, and a weight of zero to RCR configurations. For
RIR, the same reasoning applies except that costs are based just on power ratios since no
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PCR exists.















Subject to: Ai j ∈ {−1,+1} ∀i, ∀ j , p(i) (40d)
Aip(i) ∈ {0−, 0+} ∀i (40e)
p(i) ∈ {1, · · · ,N} ∀i ≤ L (40f)
L∑
j=1
Ai j = nD − nU ∀i (40g)
AiLMM( j) = 0
− ∀i, ∀ j ≤ NMM (40h)
In the above problem, constraints (40d) and (40e) make sure that each cell frame consists
of one slot for pilots and the rest for downlink or uplink data transmission; constraint (40f)
accounts for the possible location of the pilot within each frame; constraint (40g) makes
sure that the number of uplink and downlink transmission slots is the right one; and finally
constraint (40h) forces all massive MIMO-enabled cells to send their pilot signals in the
uplink.
Unfortunately, the above problem does not have an analytical solution and must be
solved by means of suboptimal algorithms. Due to space limitations and the former fact,
we skip here the presentation of the different weighting approaches for the cost function
that could be valid in the above optimization problem. In the following, we will present
two different solution strategies that allow the design of suitable algorithms to fill out the
TDD grid corresponding to a HetNet.
4.5.2 Solution Strategies
The impossibility to obtain an analytical solution to the above problems makes us resort to
algorithmic solutions for the TDD HetNet grid problem inspired by the lessons of Section
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4.4. The main message to take away so far is that it will be probably unavoidable to en-
counter the PCR regime in massive MIMO HetNets due to the reuse of the pilot signals.
In that case, it is crucial to design the TDD layer so as to avoid configurations causing
ICR. With this objective in mind, two alternatives seem possible: To avoid the PCR regime
altogether when configuring the TDD network, hence rendering all interference regimes as
RIR, or to provoke PCR but configure the system in such a way that RCR is the operating
mode of each pairs of cells where at least one is enabled with massive MIMO. It is less
obvious to differentiate between RIR and RCR since other factors out of the scope of this
paper such as the resilience of the particular pilot sequence at use to noise-like interference,
the channel estimation method, or the employed detection mechanism, may play a role in
the post-detection SINR.
The two grid filling strategies are described in the following:
• Avoid PCR: This strategy starts by checking whether PCR can be avoided altogether
in the grid given the topology configuration, that is, the number of slots, the number
of base station, the MIMO capabilities of the base stations, etc. If this is not possible,
then the unavoidable PCR cases must be identified first and solved in RCR mode.
Then, the rest of RIR cases must be figured out. If the grid can be configured without
incurring in PCR, then all pairs of cells operate in RIR mode and the selection of
time slots must be such that minimizes the overall interence received power in the
system.
• Exploit PCR: This second strategy, on the contrary, induces PCR in the system and
configures the cells so that no ICR is induced and all the pilot contamination cases
can be solved in RCR mode. Given the classification of Table 3 and the fact that
massive MIMO cells require the pilots to be transported in the uplink, this implies
that (i) no more than two slots in PU should interfere to guarantee RCR, and (ii)
the number of massive MIMO-enabled base stations in the system is limited by 2N,
where N is the number of time slots in each frame. Again, the application of this
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strategy will result in different algorithms depending on the characteristics of the
HetNet deployment.
These two strategies are not proper algorithms to solve the grid but guidelines to inspire
the design of those. The reason why no exact algorithmic solution is provided lies in the fact
the solution may greatly vary depending on the topology and configuration of the network.
As discussed in Section 4.4.2, aspects such as the number of antennas in the interferer or the
property of interference reciprocity should also shape the design of a particular solution.
Hence, an algorithm to fill the grid when all base stations are equipped with very large
antenna arrays would significantly differ from the same algorithm with single-antenna base
stations which do not suffer from pilot contamination effect, or even just regular MIMO
base stations that could transmit their pilots in the downlink. The design of optimal and
efficient algorithms for each particular scenario is left as future work.
4.6 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we present simulation results that show the performance of the proposed
TDD architecture on a HetNet where the MBS is equipped with a very large array of an-
tennas. Two experiments are conducted: In the first case, we closely study the simple case
of two cells operating in the Pilot Contamination Regime where one cell acts as the serv-
ing cell and the second one as interferer. The second set of experiments are targeted at
evaluating the system-level performance of a HetNet whose TDD architecture is designed
according to the principles proposed in this paper.
To perform the first experiment, we assume a two-base station scenario with one user
each sharing the same pilot sequence. The serving base station is equipped with a very large
array of antennas. We restrict the simulation to two time slots: A training phase followed
by a data transmission phase. Trying to assess the performance difference between RCR
and ICR when pilot contamination exists, we first assume that the serving base station gets
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its channel estimate contaminated by interfering pilots carried first in the downlink (PCR-
D) and then in the uplink (PCR-U). Then, we measure the signal-to-interference (SIR) ratio
during the data transmission slot at the receiving ends: The interfered user in the case of
downlink transmission, and the serving base station in the case of uplink transmission. The
results are displayed in Fig. 26. The SIRs (y-axis) are measured for different contamina-
tion ratios (x-axis), where the contamination ratio is defined as the quotient between the
received serving power and the received interfering power at the training phase. The main
conclusions that can be extracted from the graphs are as follows. Clearly, the pilot contam-
ination effect degrades SIRs both in the downlink and uplink, and the PCR-D and PCR-U
modes of operation behave similarly. More interestingly, selecting the RCR configuration
over ICR greatly increases the SIR of the downlink and uplink transmissions. Furthermore,
the contamination ratio plays an important role: When the power level of the contamination
is high, the beamformed interference experienced at the users increase, hence enlarging the
SIR gap between RCR and ICR. This observation is crucial when designing a TDD con-
figuration for a HetNet since beamformed interference coming from high-power elements
(such as MBSs) is much more dangerous than the interference coming from low-power
elements (such as FBSs). In summary, we have observed that the design of the TDD archi-
tecture is a critical parameter to control interference in massive MIMO systems.














































Figure 24. Pilot Contamination Regime analysis for downlink and uplink transmission
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For the second set of experiments, system-level simulations are conducted on a three-
tier HetNet deployed across the area of one single macrocell. Hence, we just consider one
MBS that is equipped with a very large antenna array. The rest of the base stations and users
in the network are single-antenna. Table 7 shows the most relevant parameters to simulate
the network described in Section 4.2. The first system-level evaluation will be performed
with an array at the MBS of M = 128 antenna elements, while the second one will inves-
tigate the impact of the number of antennas on the network performance. The objective of
this performance evaluation is to obtain the rate distribution of the users potentially affected
by the pilot contamination effect using three different design approaches for the TDD con-
figuration: Avoid PCR, Exploit PCR, and TD-LTE. We select a symmetric load scenario
where nD = nU ; hence, Configuration 1 of TD-LTE is chosen in Table 2 for a fair compari-
son. Each of the different TDD configurations compared in this section has a unique matrix
Table 5. Simulation Parameters
Parameter Value
Macrocell area 100
Density of PBSs, FBs (λP, λF) (0.2, 1)
Mobile user density (λU) 50
Transmit power of MBS, PBs, FBs (dBm) (30, 10 , 0)
Transmit power of MUEs, PUEs, FUEs (dBm) (0, -3, -6)
Pathloss exponent 3
Channel exponential mean 1
(N, nD, nU) (5, 2, 2)
A representation that describes the configuration of each cell in the HetNet: The matrix
AT D−LT E is straightforward to obtain from Table 2 using Configuration 1 and a frame du-
ration of N = 5 time slots; the matrices AaPCR and AePCR correspond to the Avoid PCR
and Exploit PCR strategies described in Section 4.5.2 and are obtained following the above
principles for the particular HetNet topology investigated in this work where only the MBS
had a very large array of antennas and the rest of base stations are single-antenna. In partic-
ular, AaPCR has a first row corresponding to the macrocell configured as [0−,+1,−1,−1,+1]
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and the rest of rows follow the pattern [+1, 0+,−1,−1,+1], thus avoiding the pilot contam-
ination effect, while AePCR has as first row the vector [+1, 0−,−1,−1,+1] and the rest of
rows follow the pattern [+1, 0−,−1,−1,+1]. Furthermore, this simulation assumes a pair
of colliding pilots for each macrocell-small cell pair in the network. The design of the
pilot sequences to minimize collisions as well as its distribution is beyond the scope of this
research work.
The resulting uplink and downlink rate distributions are shown in Fig. 25, where the
rates are expressed as spectral efficiency quantities measured in bps/Hz. Recall the down-
link rates represent the rates of the interfered users (i.e., all small cell users) while uplink
rates are measured at the MBS since no pilot contamination effect appears in single-antenna
base stations. Several interesting observations can be made. First, managing the interfer-
ence caused by the pilot contamination effect in a HetNet by means of the TDD architecture
makes a very positive impact on the attainable user rates: By selecting the appropriate re-
ceiver when beamformed interference is present, the user rates can fully benefit from the
advantages of massive MIMO systems. This advantage can be easily missed if the TDD
architecture is not designed with this objective in mind, as in the case of TD-LTE. The
effect, although troublesome for both downlink and uplink communications, is particularly
bad for small cell users who see their rates very limited by the beamformed interference
coming from the MBS. With the proposed simplified modeling for RIR based on AWGN
interference, no significant difference can be observed between Avoid PCR and Exploit
PCR strategies.
Finally, we investigate the performance dependence with the number of antennas for
two of the three different TDD designs, namely Avoid PCR and TD-LTE. The results are
shown in Fig. 26. The most important conclusion that can be extracted from these results
is the difference in the evolution of the rate distribution curve when the number of antennas
at the MBS M is increased. If the pilot contamination effect is well managed, i.e., the Avoid
PCR strategy (Exploit PCR’s behavior is similar although not shown here for lack of space)
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Figure 25. Rate distribution for different TDD grid solutions
are selected to determine the A matrix, the rates of the users benefit from the increase of
the number of antennas. However, if the underlying TDD architecture does not account for
this effect such as the standard TD-LTE, the increase of antennas can be counter-productive
and damage the attainable rates both in the downlink and the uplink.
4.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, we present a novel method to mitigate the strong interference caused by the
pilot contamination effect present in a HetNet where the MBS is equipped with a very large
number of antennas. The main idea in our proposed design is to prevent the reception of
signal at time slots where certain network elements are receiving strong interference from
a transmitter that uses a contaminated channel estimate. Besides the main architectural
features, we conduct an interference analysis of our design and distinguish different funda-
mental interference regimes under which the network can operate. We then formalize the
problem of a TDD HetNet grid and present two strategies to fill it out. Results show the
potential of increasing the user rates via massive MIMO if the pilot contamination effect is
properly managed with an appropiate TDD design.
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(a) Avoid PCR in downlink
























(b) Avoid PCR in uplink
























(c) TD-LTE in downlink
























(d) TD-LTE in uplink
Figure 26. Rate distributions for different number of antennas at the MBS
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CHAPTER 5
INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION TECHNIQUES FOR PICOCELL
DEPLOYMENTS
5.1 Introduction
As explained in Chapter 2, there are different ways of mitigating interference in small
cell networks. First, 3GPP introduced in LTE Rel-10 a set of network-centric techniques
grouped under the umbrella term of eICIC [110]. Although effective, these techniques
usually require precise coordination and incur in relatively high network overhead. Alter-
natively, interference cancellation (IC) techniques at the mobile user can also be employed.
Handheld receivers of future cellular systems such as LTE-Advanced will offer different
IC techniques for control and data channels. They usually require less network overhead
but transfer the complexity to the user receiver. The performance of both eICIC and IC
techniques is highly influenced by the interference pattern of each particular network de-
ployment. Therefore, different scenarios may require different techniques.
In this chapter of the thesis, we investigate interference suppression techniques for data
channel in the scenario of clustered deployments of picocells. In particular, we focus on
codeword-level interference cancellation (CWIC) and ABS. As with the well-known tech-
nique of successive interference cancellation (SIC), the elimination of the interference in
CWIC takes place at the mobile user, which must decode the interference signal before
subtracting it from the total received signal at the codeword level [111]. This decoding
restriction imposes a fundamental tradeoff in the studied system since the interfering base
station must constrain its transmission rate to a value supported by the interfering link.
Both to keep the complexity of the scheme low and minimize the constraints in the sys-
tem, we propose the case of decoding only the strongest interferer (SI). Hence, we call
this technique CWIC-SI. The second investigated approach is ABS. The use of special
subframes referred to as ABS where the macrocell mutes has been standardized as part of
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eICIC to mitigate the strong interference of picocell users in the range expansion region
[38], [89]. In these subframes, macrocells transmit only reference signals, which can be
easily cancelled. Here, we investigate for the first time the use of ABS at the picocells as an
interference suppression technique in the clustered scenario. Finally, it is worth noting that
both CWIC-SI and ABS require some level of network coordination. To avoid additional
network overhead, we assume some sort of backhaul coordination only among the picocells
of the same cluster.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing literature on CWIC or ABS for clus-
tered small cell deployments. Hence, the main contribution of this work is to provide
insight into these interference suppression techniques for clustered small cell deployments.
For that, we present a subframe-level coordinated scheduling scheme that allows the prac-
tical implementation of these techniques into real systems such as LTE. Both CWIC and
ABS techniques are considered and adapted to this scheme, which further utilizes pro-
portional fair (PF) resource allocation. Performance evaluation is carried out showing the
impact of these techniques for users at the tail, median, and head of the picocells’ rates
distribution.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, we introduce
the scenario and system model utilized for this work. Section 5.3 presents the considered
interference suppression schemes, namely CWIC and ABS, and analyze them in the context
of clustered small cell deployments. Then, Section 5.4 introduces the proposed subframe-
based coordinated scheduling scheme and tailors it to the techniques of CWIC and ABS.
Performance evaluation results are shown in Section 5.5. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
Section 5.6.
5.2 Deployment Scenario and System Model
This section describes the scenario of study as well as some system metrics relevant for this
work. The picocell deployment follows the guidelines of 3GPP Small Cell Enhancement
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(SCE) scenario 1 [112]: Co-channel deployment of macrocell and picocell clusters with
seven wrap-around macrocells that have three sectors each. There is one picocell cluster
per macrocell sector, and each cluster consists of four picocells. The users are dropped
according to 3GPP configuration 4b [113], where 67% of the users are dropped around the
picocell cluster and the remaining users are randomly dropped in the layout. Five different
seeds are utilized for the simulations. Figure 27 shows the resulting deployment for one of
the seeds.
User * + Macrocell Picocell o 
Figure 27. Considered 7-cell wrap around scenario with picocell clusters.
Two important assumptions of our system model are the cell association policy and
the above mentioned cluster-restricted coordination. For this work, only RSRP association
is considered, i.e., the serving cell is always the strongest received power. In addition,
constraining the coordination to the cluster implies that in general only picocell users will
be able to benefit from interference suppression techniques. Furthermore, particularly for
the case of CWIC-SI, mostly only picocell users whose strongest interfer is a picocell will
have the potential to cancel interference (this set of users is referred to as pico-pico users in
the rest of this chapter). The reason for this is the inabilitity for the macrocell to constrain
its rate when it does not belong to any cluster. Across all seeds, picocell users represent a
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73.4% of all users while picocell users whose strongest interferer is a picocell account for
54.2% of all users.
There are five relevant link metrics in our system model. The first one is the conven-





where Pr(i) is the received power from the serving cell of user i, I(i) is total interference
received at user i, and σ2 is the constant additive noise power. For convenience, we express
I(i) in two different ways: (i) as I(i) = IS I(i) + ∆I(i), where IS I(i) is the received power
from the strongest interferer of i and ∆I(i) is the sum of the rest of interferers, or (ii) as
I(i) =
∑
p∈{P−xi} Ip(i) where xi is the serving cell of user i, P is the set of all the picocells
in network, and Ip(i) is the interference received from picocell p at user i. In addition, we
denote as Ci the cluster which the picocell xi belongs to.
In addition, we consider the following four link metrics: (1) S INR−1(i), defined as
the SINR of user i once the strongest interferer power has been completely removed (i.e.,
IS I(i) = 0); (2) S INRS I(i), defined as the strongest interferer’s SINR of user i, i.e., the ratio
of the strongest interferer’s power over the serving cell signal plus rest of interferers and
noise; (3) S INRS I
−0(i), defined as the strongest interferer’s SINR of user i after removing the
serving cell power, i.e., the power ratio of the strongest interferer of user i over the rest of
interferers; and (4) S INRABS (Y)(i), defined as the SINR of user i when the set of picocells
Y apply ABS, which is given by
S INRABS (Y)(i) =
Pr(i)∑
p∈{P−xi−Y} Ip(i) + σ2
. (42)
Lastly, we provide two important definitions. A user i has a dominant interferer if the
the link metric S INRS I
−0(i) is above some threshold TD (dB). Furthermore, a user i has a
significant interferer if its cancellation provides a gain equal or above some threshold TS
(dB), i.e., if Eq. (43) holds:
S INR−1(i) − S INR(i) ≥ TS . (43)
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Figure 28 shows the cumulative density function (CDF) of the significance and dominance
of the interferers across pico-pico users. Approximately 73% of those (40% of the total
users) have gains of at least 3 dB by removing the strongest interferer while 49% of pico-
pico users (27% of total users) have a dominant interferer with TD = 3dB. These numbers
tell us that a significant number of users can benefit from cancellation of just the strongest
interferer.






































Figure 28. Distribution of interferers in the considered scenario .
5.3 Interference Suppression Techniques
In this section, we describe the two interference suppression techniques considered in this
chapter. The system tradeoffs are explained, pointing the sources of gains as well as losses.
For this and subsequent sections, the words spectral efficiencies and rates are used indis-
tinctly.
5.3.1 Codeword-Level Interference Cancellation for Strongest Interferer
As explained in the introduction, CWIC is an interference cancellation technique imple-
mented at the user’s receiver. It is based on the decoding of the interference signal before
this one is subtracted from the total received signal at the codeword level, thus completely
removing it. The decodable or non decodable capability of a signal is given by Shannon’s
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famous capacity expression which, for a given SINR, establishes the maximum transmis-
sion rate for which an encoding scheme can be found with an arbitrarily low probability of
error. In this work, we focus on CWIC applied only to the strongest interferer. By applying
this restriction, the complexity of the receiver decreases and, more importantly, the con-
straints imposed in the system are fewer as it will be explained in the following. We refer
to this technique as CWIC-SI throughout the rest of the paper.
The gains of CWIC-SI are obtained by boosting the rates of the IC-enabled users. The
rate of a user i not applying CWIC-SI (or unsuccessfully trying to apply CWIC-SI) is
bounded by Eq. (44) whereas the maximum achievable rate of i when this is IC-enabled
is given by Eq. (45). In addition, to properly decode the interference signal at user i, the
rate at which the the interfering base station transmits to its own user i must be supported
by the interfering link. This link is characterized by the metric S INRS I as explained in
Section 5.2. Hence, for each interfered user j, a rate constraint equation as the one shown
in Eq. (46) must be applied. The immediate consequence of this constraint is that users
being served by the interfering picocell experiment a significant performance loss in their
rates. This is explained by the employed RSRP association rule, which generally causes
S INR values to be larger than S INRS I values of interfered users.
ρi ≤ log2 (1 + S INR (i)) . (44)
ρi ≤ log2 (1 + S INR−1 (i)) . (45)
ρi ≤ log2
(
1 + S INRS I ( j)
)
. (46)
Thus, the question that needs investigation is whether the gains of removing the strongest
interferer are large enough to overcome the losses incurred at the users being served by the
interfering cell. Furthermore, it is also not obvious how many users should be applying
CWIC-SI to maximize gains. Finally, a coordination scheme among the picocells of the
cluster is necessary both to select the subframes where the rate should be constrained and
set the constrained rate value. All these research questions are answered in Section 5.4.
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5.3.2 Almost Blank Subframes
In 3GPP, ABS has been proposed as the standard solution to avoid strong interference
when users attach to the picocell base station in the range expansion region. During these
subframes, the macrocell base station stops transmitting data, thus allowing the users in the
range expansion region to receive signal from the picocell without macrocell interference.
In this work, we use ABS in a different way. Only picocells within the same cluster can
coordinate, therefore ABS is only used at the picocells. Furthermore, the scheduling of
ABS does not depend on the existence of users at the coverage expansion region of the
picocells since plain RSRP association is assumed. Unlike CWIC-SI, utilizing ABS at
a certain picocell benefits all the users that are interfered by that picocell, regardless of
whether the picocell is the strongest interferer or not. The SINR of all users will thus
experience a boost. Moreover, users do not need to implement any kind of additional
processing at the receiver. Nevertheless, the losses of this technique are potentially larger
since no rate will be provided to the served users during an ABS subframe. As in the
case of CWIC-SI, a coordination scheme among the picocells of a cluster is needed for the
selection of ABS subframes. Section 5.4 deals with this issue.
5.4 Subframe-level Coordinated Scheduling
This section introduces a coordination scheme that allows the picocells belonging to the
same cluster to apply the interference suppression techniques described in Section 5.3. The
scheme is applied at a subframe level, hence making its application to any practical cellular
system such as LTE an easy task.
5.4.1 Staggering
For both the cases of CWIC-SI and ABS, the first question is which subframes each picocell
should select to constrain its rate so that users from other picocells can benefit from inter-
ference suppression techniques. If the employed technique is CWIC-SI, only users whose
strongest interferer is constraining its rate may benefit from this technique. The value of the
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constrained rate in picocell x, ρcx, is specific to each picocell and must be calculated using
a meaningful approach. This issue will be tackled later in the section. In the case of ABS,
no signal is transmitted by a specific picocell and all users not attached to that particular
picocell benefit from the technique, regardless of whether it is a strongest interferer or not.
However, in both CWIC-SI and ABS cases, the users attached to the constraining picocell
experiment losses due to a drastic reduction of their rates.
Given the above described premises, we propose the use of subframe-level staggering
as a method to schedule when each picocell should constrain its rate. Staggering is a
simple scheduling approach where each picocell constrains its rate in only one subframe
in a non-overlapping fashion with the rest of picocells in the cluster. Figure 29 depicts the
subframe-level staggering scheme for a cluster of four picocells. While the value of the











Figure 29. Staggered subframes for a cluster of four picocells.
To better illustrate the concept, Fig. 30 shows a snapshot of a cluster implementing
CWIC-IC at the first subframe (n=1). The users under the serving picocell receive a signal
of constrained rate, while a set of users whose strongest interferer is P1 receive a higher
rate enabled by the suppression of their strongest interferer. How many of these users can






















Figure 30. Staggering scenario snapshot for CWIC-SI at n=1.
5.4.2 Proportional Fair Rate Allocation
We now propose an optimization problem capturing the effects of the interference suppres-
sion techniques. Another important design parameter is the scheduler implemented at each
picocell, which must distribute its available resources among its users. For that, we utilize
the well-known proportional fair (PF) resource allocation approach that tries to maximize
the log-utility metric [114], [70]. This metric for us is the total rate allocated to a single
user given by the product of the amount of resources scheduled times the spectral efficiency
achieved by that user.
Although the interference suppression techniques are applied per-cluster, we want to
maximize the log-utility over the whole network, i.e., over all users of all cells existing in


















where fx(i, n) is the fraction of resources allocated by picocell x to user i in subframe n, and
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ρx(i, n) is the spectral efficiency of user i served by x on subframe n. In addition, P is the
set of all picocells existing in the network,U(x) is the set of users being served by picocell
x, and N is the number of subframes after which the staggering pattern repeats itself. The
set of constraints in Eq. (47) accounts for fairness by forcing each picocell in a cluster to
consume not more than 1N of the cluster resources for its users.
The staggering pattern combined with any of the two proposed interference suppression
techniques creates different possible interference patterns in every user for each subframe.
Both CWIC-SI and ABS share the assumption that a macrocell will never constrain its rate.
However, differences exist between the two techniques regarding the values of the spectral
efficiencies ρx (i, n), as Eq. (48) and Eq. (49) show. In those expressions, αz(n) indicates
whether picocell z constrains its rate (1) or not (0). For the case of CWIC-SI, we denote
as x′(x, i) the strongest interfering picocell of user i at picocell x, and the obtained rate
during a constrained subframe depends on the value of ρcx and the nominal user rate. For
ABS, there will always be a picocell in the cluster muting in the cluster and hence users
benefiting from it. Furthermore, the set Y represents the set of picocells in the network
simultaneously applying ABS, showing that a user in one cluster can benefit from ABS
applied in a picocell of an adjacent cluster.
ρCWIC−S Ix (i, n) =

log2 (1 + S INR (i)) if αx (n) = 0 & αx′(x,i) (n) = 0
log2 (1 + S INR−1 (i)) if αx (n) = 0 & αx′(x,i) (n) = 1
min
(
ρcx, log2 (1 + S INR (i))
)
if αx (n) = 1 & αx′(x,i) (n) = 0
(48)




1 + S INRABS (Y) (i)
)
if αx (n) = 0 & αy (n) = 1 ∀y ∈ Y
0 if αx (n) = 1
(49)
Finally, it should be noted that since the coordination pattern is fixed, the optimization
problem in (47) happens to be convex and thus solvable with regular convex solvers.
Selection of ρcx: An important design choice for CWIC-SI is the calculation of the con-
strained rate ρcx at each picocell x. This value determines how many users whose strongest
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interferer is x will be able to apply CWIC-SI: The smaller ρcx, the larger the number of users
that will be able to apply CWIC-SI but the larger the losses of the users served by x. On the
other hand, the larger ρcx the fewer the users applying CWIC-SI and the smaller the losses
in the users served by x. An optimum value should be sought that does not compromise
the fairness of the system. Whichever the selection algorithm, it uses as input the S INRS I
values of all users and, hence, the maximum rate supported by those links. We propose
several approaches for the calculation of ρcx:
• Minimum: The minimum S INRS I value of all users whose SI is x is selected for ρcx.
All users whose SI is x can thus apply CWIC-SI.
• Maximum: The maximum S INRS I value of all users whose SI is x is selected for ρcx.
Only one user can thus apply CWIC-SI.
• Mean/Median: The mean/median of the S INRS I CDF of all users whose SI is x is
selected for ρcx.
• x% tail: The value corresponding to the x% tail of the S INRS I CDF of all users
whose SI is selected for ρcx.
• Threshold: The minimum S INRS I of a subset of users is selected. The subset is
comprised of users with an CWIC-SI gain S INR−1 − S INR greater than a threshold
TS .
5.5 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we characterize the performance of both CWIC-SI and ABS, and compare
them with the baseline case of not applying interference suppression. With this purpose,
we generate realizations of channel gains based on the models defined in the 3GPP eval-
uation methodology [113] for the scenario described in Section 5.2. Relevant simulation
parameters can all be found in the documentation.
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We are interested in the rate distribution of the picocell users across the network. The
plotted rates are obtained as solutions of the optimization problem in (47), where the total
rate that each user receives is computed over the four subframes, i.e., ri =
∑N
n=1 fx (i, n) ·
ρx (i, n). We compute the allocated rates for the three main cases: No interference suppres-
sion, CWIC-SI, and ABS for all the clusters in the network. Furthermore, we obtain rate
distributions for the different constrained rate selection approaches described in Section





























































Figure 32. User rates CDF for staggered ABS.
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It can be observed that, in general, interference suppression techniques bring gains
to the rate distribution curve. The case of CWIC-SI seems to perform better when the
constrained rate is selected using a threshold approach, i.e., when only users contributing
with a minimum IC gain are considered. A separate search is conducted to select the best
threshold value and 3 dB provides the largest gains although overall performance does not
vary greatly with this parameter. Then, we break down the results into different regions of
the rate distribution. Table 6 shows the gains or losses with respect to the baseline case of no
interference suppression for the users at 5%, 50%, 95%, and mean, of the rate cumulative
distribution. It should be noted that whereas some loss in the head of the distribution (95%)
would be acceptable, the tail (5%) cannot be sacrificed. Losses in users at the center of the
cell are tolerable, and sometimes they allow an improvement in the fairness of the system if
the rates of the tail users simultaneously increase. However, the tail itself represents users
such as those at the cell edge, which cannot afford losing more rate than what their location
imposes.
Table 6 compares the baseline with the most relevant CWIC-SI cases and ABS. Some
interesting insight can be extracted from these results. First, the maximum gains that can
be achieved by these techniques are moderate, around 15%. Second, focusing on CWIC-SI
a clear trend can be identified with respect to the tradeoff involved in the optimal number of
users applying CWIC-SI. Letting all users apply this technique by selecting the minimum
approach provides high median gains but the tail of the distribution is hurt (there is a loss
of 13%). On the contrary, if only the user with best S INRS I in each cell applies CWIC-SI
(maximum), no median gains appear but the tail does not suffer and even experiences a
small gain of 9%. The tail behavior can be explained using the following intuition regard-
ing the PF scheduler output: Given the logarithmic objective function in (47), some sort of
fairness is imposed in the system. Hence, it seems reasonable to predict that most of the
constrained subframes will be allocated to users with low rate to minimize system losses
while maintaining fairness. If the constrained rate is very low as in the minimum, tail users
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will futher lose rate. To prevent this system behavior, a compromise between gains and
fairness should be selected. It turns out that the best tradeoff is achieved when only gainful
users contribute to the selection of the constrained rate (threshold), providing acceptable
median gains (12%), and some small tail gains (9%). Third, we look into ABS. The results
show the largest mean gains of all schemes due to a mitigation of interference not restricted
to the strongest interferer. Median and head users experiment gains of 16% and 13%, re-
spectively. However, tail users do lose rate when the picocell completely stops transmitting
during certain subframes. This is an issue that must be carefully addressed when designing
a complete solution for a real system.
Table 6. User Rates Gains
Approach 5% 50% 95% Mean
No Intf. Sup. 0.053 0.176 0.546 0.227
Minimum 0.87x 1.15x 0.92x 1.02x
Maximum 1.09x 1x 0.96x 0.98x
Median 1x 1.11x 0.95x 1.01x
30% tail 0.91x 1.14x 0.93x 1.02x
3 dB thr. 1.09x 1.12x 0.95x 1.03x
ABS 0.92x 1.16x 1.13x 1.11x
5.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, CWIC-SI and ABS have been introduced as interference suppression tech-
niques for clustered small cell deployments along with a subframe-level coordination scheme
for each picocell cluster. It has been shown that moderate gains can be obtained by apply-
ing either of these techniques but special care should be put on the system fairness. These
results could be further improved by applying a biased cell association policy or a combi-
nation of interference suppression with other key LTE-Advanced technologies.
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CHAPTER 6
INTERFERENCE AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT FOR
FEMTOCELL DEPLOYMENTS
6.1 Introduction
This chapter investigates the problem of interference for femtocell networks. As mentioned
in previous chapters, an inexpensive solution that emerged to increase both network capac-
ity and indoor coverage is the concept of femtocell [82]. Strictly speaking, a femtocell is the
coverage area created by a FAP although the term femtocell is typically used for the hard-
ware device as well. A FAP is a short-range low-power device owned and installed by the
subscriber that aims to achieve better service at places like a home, an office, a supermar-
ket, etc. by transmitting in licensed spectrum. The traffic is sent over the Internet Protocol
(IP) backhaul, which also allows operators to offload macrocell traffic and release resources
for other macrocell users. The major technical challenge and strongest performance limit-
ing factor concerning femtocells is interference, which will be dealt with throughout this
capter. Three different aspects of the interference problem are investigated in this chapter,
namely (i) the degradation induced in the users’ performance caused by un-managed in-
terference, (ii) the improvement that can be obtained in performance with spatio-temporal
interference estimation in femtocell netorks, and (iii) the hybrid mode of operation for a
femtocell as a technique to manage interference while satisfying the requirements of both
femto- and macrocell users.
Despite the momentum of femtocells in recent years, modeling and development plat-
forms are still needed in order to test implementation-specific characteristics of femtocells,
such as interference mitigation techniques and self-organizing algorithms. Rather than
proposing new algorithms to deal with the well-studied problem of interference in reg-
ular femtocell networks, in the second section of this chapter we present our developed
high-fidelity platform that integrates femtocells into fully standardized networks. Using
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OPNET, a high fidelity simulation environment for wireless networks, a femtocell model-
ing and development platform is created, closely following the specifications dictated by
3GPP regarding the entities, functionalities, procedures, and message formats for femto-
cell networks. This platform should address not only the link-level characteristics but also
the system level behavior associated with Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
(UMTS) or HSPA networks. The platform consists of the main elements of a femtocell
enhanced UMTS network: the Home Node-B (HNB) and Home Node-B Gateway (HNB-
GW), as well as their related procedures and standard messages according to 3GPP’s ASN.1
definitions. OPNET provides a platform for high fidelity modeling, simulation and analysis
of a broad range of wireless networks, allowing the design and optimization of proprietary
wireless protocols [115]. It is shown how the platform reflects the effect of both interfer-
ence and backhaul degradation on the overall performance of the network, which represent
the key concerns for operators nowadays regarding femtocell deployments.
The femtocell interference problem can be classified as cross-tier if it occurs among
macrocell and femtocell elements (FAPs or users) or co-tier if the interference happens
among different femtocell elements. Numerous approaches have been proposed in the lit-
erature to cope with cross-tier interference, usually related to power control [116], [117],
spectrum management techniques [118], [119], and open/closed/hybrid access modes of
operation [120], [121]. An additional critical issue in all of them is the interference es-
timation, which triggers all the above procedures but may undermine performance if not
correctly tackled. There is not much research done especifically addressing this problem,
although most of the works assume that interference can be simply calculated based on
distance estimations on the uplink or downlink signal measurements at the FAPs. In this
work, we make use of the framework presented in Chapter 3 that allows the creation of
interference maps using the reports of the femtocell users. As we will see, this allows the
formulation of a resource allocation problem with constraints also on interfered users, in-
stead of only served users. In addition, the estimation of signal at locations without users
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is new feature of this technique that can be useful for a variety of network management,
diagnostics, and planning problems.
Finally, we will explore the hybrid mode of operation of femtocells to manage inter-
ference in the network. The radio interference can be also managed by allowing strong
macrocell interferers to connect and acquire some level of service in femtocells [122]. A
key mechanism for operators to provide different levels of priority to FUs and MUs is the
access control (AC) policy, which is the protocol that regulates the access of the users to a
femtocell. For this, three access control modes exist [123]: i) a closed access mode where
the femtocell resources can be used only for FUs; ii) an open access mode where all the
femtocell resources are available for MUs; and iii) a hybrid access mode where MUs can
only access a limited number of femtocell resources. Several studies can be found in the lit-
erature which compare open and closed access modes for femtocell networks [124], [125].
On the one hand, in the open access mode, the number of dropped sessions due to cross-
tier interference between macrocells and femtocells can be reduced by allowing the most
harmful interfering MUs to connect to the femtocell. On the other hand, the closed access
mode does not entail security and sharing concerns, and it is more preferred by femtocell
customers because they own and install the FAPs in their private environments. The hybrid
access mode is proposed as a trade-off between open and closed access modes where the
access control has to be carefully chosen depending on the scenario under study and the
customer profile [126], [127].
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2, the assessment of the interference
degradation in a femtocell network via a high-fidelity OPNET platform is presented. Then,
Section 6.3 introduces the spatio-temporal estimation framework for interference manage-
ment, and Section 6.4 presents the study on hybrid access femtocells. Finally, conclusions
are drawn in Section 6.5.
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6.2 Interference Degradation Assessment via High-fidelity Platform
The development of this platform was a joint effort with another BWN lab member. The
complete description of our model can be found in [128]. Using the existing reference de-
sign of UMTS in OPNET, we developed two new software models to enable the operation
of femtocells in the network: The HNB and the HNB-GW. These are the 3GPP names for
femtocell and femtocell gateway, respectively. Figure 33(a) depicts a simplified architec-
ture of the network, where the interfaces are also shown. A major part of the development
work was focused on the implementation of the Iuh interface between HNB and HNB-GW,
consisting of the protocols shown in Figure 33(b) and their corresponding new packet types
[129]. The reader is encouraged to go to the published paper to read the implementation



































Iu UP Protocol Layer
(b) Iuh interface
Figure 33. Femtocell integration within a UMTS network.
Using the above described accurate modeling, we perform simulations on a simple net-
work to validate the interference concerns introduced by femtocells. The femtocell operates
in closed-subscriber mode, i.e., it only accepts subscribers. A femtocell is deployed within
the coverage region of a macrocell network, both operating in the same frequency. Only
one MU and one FU are considered in the system. Here, we show in Fig. 51 a limited
set of results that show the impact of interference at the FU and MU’s throughput. Fig-
ure 51(a) shows the degradation caused in the uplink while Fig. 51(b) does the same with
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the downlink. Because the MU is usually far away from the MBS, its transmission power
is high and causes a large uplink degradation in the FU. However, the degradation in the
downlink is shared between the two users since the received interference power is similar
in both users. Finally, Fig. 51(c) shows the dependence of the interference impact with the
distance. It can be clearly seen in the graph how the throughput is greatly affected by the
distance with the MU: Practically no change in throughput exists when the MU is distant,
whereas for the scenario with a close MU, the highest achievable throughput for the FU is
only obtained when the MU stops transmitting.
(a) Uplink throughput degradation (b) Downlink throughput degrada-
tion
(c) Downlink throughput with
MU distance to the femtocell
Figure 34. Throughput performance in a femtocell network.
This platform will be used as a reference to compare the performance of femtocells with
that of femtorelays. A femtorelay is a novel technology that will be introduced in Chapter
7.
6.3 Spatio-temporal Estimation for Interference Management in Fem-
tocell Networks
In this section, we propose a novel downlink cross-tier interference estimation approach
for femtocell networks based on spatio-temporal correlation techniques. The scheme can
be applied both at the femtocell and macrocell networks depending on the specific scenario
needs for downlink interference management. For instance, downlink interference at the
femtocell can be severe if the femtocell is located close to the MBS. Similarly, downlink
interference at the macrocell is a serious issue for cell-edge MUs near a femtocell. Without
loss of generality, we focus on the former scenario. Therefore, we perform an estimation
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of the macrocell interference at the FUs’ location.
The estimation consists of spatial and temporal parts. For the spatial estimation portion,
we will use the framework presented in Chapter 3: We make use of the Kriging interpo-
lator using semivariogram analysis. At the MBS, MUs’ locations and signal attributes are
utilized as inputs to the estimation algorithm. The temporal estimation of the signal is
subsequently performed using autorregressive models of different orders. With this estima-
tion, the FAP can perform accurate resource allocation functionalities by utilizing the right
amount of power so that FUs satisfy their service requirements while the caused cross-tier
interference is minimized. We also present an analytical formulation of the resource alloca-
tion problem and a suboptimal heuristic algorithm. Finally, we propose a practical network
procedure enabling this scheme in the cellular network.
The remainder of this section is organized as follows. Section 6.3.1 describes the topol-
ogy as well as the system model where the problem is framed. The proposed scheme
consisting of the spatio-temporal estimation, the resource allocation step and the overall
network procedure, is presented in section 6.3.2. Section 6.3.3 shows performance evalua-
tion results and conclusions are drawn in section 6.5.
6.3.1 System Architecture and Model
The considered topology shown in Fig. 35 consists of an MBS with several MUs in the
sourroundings of the femtocell. The femtocell network is located within the coverage
region of the macrocell and the FAP serves its FUs by using a closed subscriber group
approach. The analyzed interference scenario is cross-tier, i.e. the interference between
femtocell and MUs.
In order to maintain the generality of different types of systems, we consider resources
as generic channels that are allocated by both macrocell and femtocell base stations to its


















Figure 35. The Considered Topology
where Pn and In are the transmitted power and the received interference power on channel n,
respectively, and PN is the noise power. L is the propagation pathloss between transmitter
and receiver. The propagation pathloss both for indoor, outdoor and indoor to outdoor
environments follow the channel models suggested by 3GPP [130], as shown by Eqs. (51),
(52) and (53).
• Indoors
L = 38.46 + 20 log10 di + 0.7di (dB) (51)
• Outdoors
L = 15.3 + 37.6 log10 do (dB) (52)
• Indoors-to-outdoors
L = 15.3 + 37.6 log10 di + F (dB) (53)
Here, f is the frequency in MHz, di is transmitter-receiver distance measured in meters
and do distance measured in kilometers. F is the log-normal shadow fading random variable
with a standard deviation of 8.9 dB.









6.3.2 Proposed Interference Management Scheme
In this section, we present our proposed interference management scheme.
6.3.2.1 Spatio-temporal Estimation
In order to estimate the received signal of the MBS at a new unknown location, we propose















Figure 36. The proposed spatio-temporal estimation module
The module has four basic operations as it can be seen in Fig. 36, which are explained
as follows:
• The users located at n different positions estimate their received SINR values S (t, xi, yi)
(usually via pilot estimation followed by interpolation) for a given time t. These val-
ues are sent to the MBS.
• The collected SINR S (t, xi, yi) are given as inputs to the spatial estimator as shown in
Fig. 36. The spatial estimator uses an ordinary Kriging estimation to predict received
signal of the MBS S (t, xnew, ynew) for a new location with coordinates (xnew, ynew).
• The spatially estimated SINR S (t, xnew, ynew) is then temporally predicted using au-
toregressive models with orders 1 and 2, AR(1) and AR(2), for a monitoring period
T = 1, 2, .., t.
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• The module outputs Ŝ (t, xnew, ynew), which is the spatio-temporally estimated received
signal of the MBS, for a new location with coordinates (xnew, ynew).
In the following, the spatial and temporal estimations are analytically described.
The spatial estimation is performed by applying the ordinary Kriging interpolation
method. This method collects S (t, xi, yi), the received signal samples from the MBS at
different locations with coordinates (xi, yi) at a given time t. It then estimates new SINR
value for a new location with coordinates (xnew, ynew), by using the spatial correlation among
the collected values. In order to achieve a spatial correlation based estimation, the Kriging
interpolator uses the semivariogram analysis which is the characterization of the spatial
correlation of the collected signals in a given random field. The semivariogram γ(i, j) of two
signals S (xi, yi) and S (x j, y j) is calculated as:
γ(i, j) = 0.5 × E[((S (xi, yi) − S (x j, y j))2]. (55)
The steps of the Kriging based spatial estimation method are reviewed in the following.
The spatially estimated SINR S (t, xnew, ynew) for a new location with coordinates (xnew, ynew)
is given by:
S (t, xnew, ynew) =
n∑
i=1
[λi × S (t, xi, yi)] (56)
where S (t, xi, yi) in Eq. 56 is the received signals from the MBS at different locations with
coordinates (xi, yi) at a given time t and λi is the Kriging coefficient for the ith location with




∀ i, j (57)
where γ(new, j) is the semivariogram value of the the signal at position (xnew, ynew) and the
signal with position (x j, y j). Note that the signal at (xnew, ynew) is the new position which we
want to estimate and the signal at (xi, yi) is one of the collected signal. Moreover, γ(i, j) is the
semivariogram value of the the signal at position (xi, yi) and the signal at position (x j, y j).
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We consider again three semivariogram models in this work: The exponential semivar-
iogram λ(exp)i , the gaussian semivariogram λ
(gauss)
i and the linear semivariogram λ
(lin)
i . These



































c + a ×
√
(xnew − x j)2 + (ynew − y j)2
c + a ×
√
(xi − x j)2 + (yi − y j)2
. (60)
In Eqs. (58) ,(59) and (60), the parameter c is the sill value which represents the maxi-
mum spatial correlation level for any two points and a is the range value which represents
the longest Euclidian distance between two points at which these two points have reached
the sill value. In other words, a is the lag distance for the two points having the highest
spatial correlation value.
The spatially estimated SINR, if the received signals in the random field are exponen-
tially distributed, can be expressed by inserting Eq. (58) into Eq. (56) as follows:












× S (t, xi, yi)] ∀ j. (61)
The spatially estimated SINR, if the received signals in the random field are gaussian dis-
tributed, can be expressed by inserting Eq. (59) into Eq. (56) as follows:












× S (t, xi, yi)] ∀ j. (62)
The spatially estimated SINR of the received signal from the MBS at a new location
(xnew, ynew), if the received signals in the random field are linearly distributed, can be ex-
pressed by inserting Eq. (60) into Eq. (56) as:




c + a ×
√
(xnew − x j)2 + (ynew − y j)2
c + a ×
√
(xi − x j)2 + (yi − y j)2
× S (t, xi, yi)] ∀ j. (63)
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The temporal estimation of the spatially estimated signals which are expressed by Eqs.
(58), (59) and (60) can be found by using AutoRegressive Model with order p (AR(p)).
Thus, the spatio-temporal estimation of the received signal from the MBS at a new location
with coordinates (xnew, ynew) is given by Ŝ (t, xnew, ynew) and expressed as:
Ŝ (t, xnew, ynew) = β0 + [
p∑
n=1
βn × S (t − n, xnew, ynew)] (64)
where β0 and βn are the coefficients of the autoregressive model which are calculated using
ordinary least squares (OLS) method as:
βn =
∑n
i=1(S (t − i)S (t) − nE[S (t − i)S (t)])∑
i=1 n(S 2(t − i) − nE[S 2(t − i)])
(65)
and
β0 = E[S (t)] −
n∑
i=1
βi × E[S (t − i)] (66)
6.3.2.2 Resource Allocation
In this section, we formulate the problem of allocating resources at the FAP as an optimiza-
tion problem exploiting the previously estimated interference at the FUs. Let F andM be
the number of FUs and MUs, respectively, and N the total number of channels available at
the femtocell. Let α(u, n) be a binary indicator that contains 1 if channel n is assigned to
user u or 0 otherwise. We define a matrix PF of F rows and N columns that contains the
femtocell power allocation. If the user i is assigned the channel j with transmission power
p, then the i jth element of PF will contain the value p. Let Iun be the interference power
estimated at FU u on channel n. Given that we want to minimize the cross-tier interference,
the objective function to be minimized is the total employed power, i.e. the sum of all the
elements of PF , as shown by Eq. (67).
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≥ βMγ(u, n) ∀n,∀u = 1, ...,M
PFun ≥ 0, α(u, n), γ(u, n) ∈ {0, 1} ∀n,∀u = 1, ...,F ,
where C1 sets the SINR constraint to βF on every channel n allocated to FU u; C2 is the
fairness constraint among FUs implemented by a Jain’s fairness index of 1 guaranteeing
that all users will receive same power [131]; C3 ensures that no interference will appear
among FUs in any channel; and C4 sets the SINR constraint for the MUs, where γ(u, n) is
a known function containing the macrocell channel allocation.
The problem specified by Eq. (67) and constraints C1 to C4 is not a convex optimization
problem and cannot be solved by standard methods in optimization theory. Therefore, we
propose an alternative simple heuristic algorithm as shown in Algorithm 1. This algorithm
assumes interference minimization is effectively achieved by minimizing femtocell trans-
mit power. The idea is summarized as follows: Channels are assigned to users based on
their requested power to achieve the target SINR. Users with channels requesting a lesser
amount of power are served first and fairness is guaranteed by trying to assign the same
number of channels to each user.
6.3.2.3 Network Implementation Procedure
The above resource allocation procedure must be performed at the FAP. For this, we need a
network procedure that allows the exchange of signalling information between the macro-
cell and the femtocell taking place over the air or via the backhaul network. It is not realistic
to assume known at the MBS the position of the MUs; however, the FAP can perform es-
timations on the location of both the femtocell and close-by MUs since the femtocell itself
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Algorithm 1
1: Maximum number of channels per user
2: max channels← d NM e
3: Power requested for each user in each channel
4: for u← 1,M do
5: for n← 1,N do







9: Channel and power allocation
10: while Preq , ∅ do
11: [p∗, u∗, n∗]← minPreq
12: if Channels assigned to u∗ < max channels then
13: Remove column n∗ from Preq
14: P(u∗)← P(u∗) + p∗
15: else
16: Remove row u∗ from Preq
17: end if
18: end while
will be aware of its location via e.g., a GPS receiver. Techniques based on signal strength
or more sophisticated MIMO approaches based on direction-of-arrival estimation could be
employed. The procedure enabling this exchange of information is described as follows:
1. The FAP estimates the users’ locations and sends them to the MBS along with their
identification. This information is available at the FAP since both femtocell sub-
scribers and non-subscribers can attempt to camp on the femtocell.
2. MUs provide SINR feedback to the MBS, and users interfering with the femtocell
will be identified.
3. The MBS, using its own users’ location information and their received signal at-
tributes, runs the spatio-temporal framework to estimate the interference at the FUs’
location for a certain period of time.
4. Interference power values are sent back from the MBS to the femtocell.
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5. The FAP runs a resource allocation algorithm exploiting the estimated interference
values.
6. The procedure is repeated once the estimation period expires or the FUs substantially
change locations.
Overall, only some signaling information need to be exchanged between macrocell and
femtocell. The necessary amount of such information is another interesting research ques-
tion, since spatial correlation properties of both the femtocell and MUs could be exploited
to reduce the amount of exchanged data.
In order to guarantee certain QoS at the MUs, this scheme could be reciprocally trig-
gered at the macrocell to estimate and optimize the amount of interference that FUs are
causing to MUs. In addition, this interference estimation approach can be utilized to im-
prove other power control based interference management schemes (such as the one in
[117]) whose performance may be undermined by inaccurate interference estimation.
6.3.3 Performance Evaluation
We perform several experiments with the objective of evaluating the performance of the
different proposed spatio-temporal estimators. The scenario is similar to the one depicted
in Fig. 35, with five MUs radomly deployed in the surroundings of the femtocell (up to 40
meters). We perform simulations for one single femtocell with a varying number of users
suffering from cross-tier interference and randomly deployed in a coverage radius of 20
meters. The relevant simulation parameters common to all the experiments are shown in
Table 7.
The first experiment investigates how the different estimation approaches affect the total
transmit power of the femtocell, i.e., the interference caused to the macrocell. A total
number of six spatio-temporal techniques are to be simulated, combining the three spatial
schemes (linear, exponential and Gaussian) and two temporal autorregresive models of
order one and two, as shown in Fig. 37. The number of FUs is fixed to four and the
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Table 7. Simulation parameters
Carrier frequency ( fc) 2 GHz
Simulation time 500 ms
Noise power (σ2) −115 dBm/channel
MBS coverage distance 1km
MBS transmission power 42dBm
Number of MUs 5
Femtocell range 20m
FAP maximum transmission power 0.375mW/channel
Femto user SINR requirements 15 dB
Y-axis represents the number of available channels at the femtocell. The results show
significant differences among the spatial approaches, being the linear estimator the lowest-
energy interference estimator and therefore allowing the FAP to satisfy users’ requirements
causing the lowest cross-tier interference.























Figure 37. Femtocell transmit power with number of available channels.
Figure 38 shows the results of the next experiment, where we compare the quality of
the spatio-temporal linear estimator (of AR order 1) with other interference estimation
approaches. The interference signal is generated at the MBS, delivered to the MUs and
measured at the FUs. The optimal femtocell power corresponds to the minimum value that
is needed to meet SINR constraints at the FUs. We seek the closest scheme to this curve,
knowing that excessive power will cause more interference and not enough power will not
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allow FUs achieve their requirements. We compare linear estimation with several schemes:
An estimation-free approach where power is allocated based on distance and interference is
neglected, a maximum power approach delivering the maximum allowable power in each
channel, and a conventional FAP interference estimation scheme where macrocell signal is
estimated directly at the FAP from the received signal strength and the pathloss formula.
The spatio-temporal estimation is the closest curve to the optimal one, and the conventional
FAP approach happens to deliver a much larger power value than the spatio-temporal one.

























Figure 38. Femtocell transmit power for different interference estimation methods.
The last two experiments are depicted in Fig. 39 and Fig. 40, respectively. The first
one shows the total femtocell power allocation for an increasing number of FUs in the three
spatial estimation cases. Since requirements are set in terms of SINR per assigned channel
and fairness must be satisfied, the larger the number of users the larger the flexibility to
minimize total power. Figure 40 explores the inaccuracy of the power assignment when
the FUs move away from the locations utilized for the spatial estimation. The X-axis
shows the magnitude of the displacement although the distance to the FAP is kept constant.
The Y-axis shows the difference of the old-coordinates and the new-coordinates power
allocations. Clearly, the Gaussian estimator is the most sensitive one to the changes in the
users’ location, an interesting result since the location information exchange is a signalling
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overhead that should be kept as low as possible.






















Figure 39. Femtocell transmit power with number of FUs.

























Figure 40. Power mismatch with fUEs movement.
6.4 Resource Management in Hybrid Femtocells
In this section, we explore the hybrid access mode of femtocells to mitigate interference
while satisfying users’ requirements. Fort this, we develop an analytical model of the FU
activity profile to study which channels are the best to be operated in open access mode.
Our model assumes that the FUs have priority over the MUs since the femtocell customers
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are the owners of the FAPs. In our study, if an MU is connected to the femtocell while an
FU is in need of the resources used by the MU, the MU will vacate the channel. To the
best of our knowledge, this priority of FUs is not considered in existing works. The study
of the hybrid access mode proposed in this paper allows to identify which channels are the
best option for MUs depending on the SINR experienced by the users on each channel and
the amount of time an FU is using these channels. The results motivate the need for novel
resource management schemes which dynamically adapt the set of channels operating open
access mode depending on the network conditions.
This section is organized as follows. In Section 6.4.1, we describe the system model
to study the activity profile of FUs. In Section 6.4.2, we derive expressions for several
performance parameters for MUs from the model in Section 6.4.1. In Section 6.4.3, we
discuss and compare the numerical results.
6.4.1 Femtocell User Activity Profile Model
In this section, we present a model of the FU activity profile. We consider a single femtocell
with C available channels, from which Cm ≤ C are operating open access mode. Each chan-
nel experiences different signal and interference levels and therefore the data rate achieved
in each channel is different. The data rate on channel i is Ri bit/second. We consider that
one specific channel has the same average radio characteristics, e.g., SINR, for all users
(FUs and MUs) and which are static during the period of time under consideration.
The traffic can be mainly classified in two different types, namely, elastic traffic and
streaming traffic [132]. Elastic traffic corresponds to the transfer of digital documents.
Streaming traffic corresponds to real-time services. In case of elastic traffic, the session
duration depends on the data rate received. High data rates entail shorter session durations.
In case of streaming traffic, the session duration only depends on the user behavior. We




We model the activity profile of FUs using a multidimensional Continuous-Time Markov
Chain (CTMC), which is shown in Fig. 41. The system state vector x is described by the
C-tuple x = (x1, . . . , xC), where xi takes value 0 when the channel i is idle and 1 when it
is used by an FU (busy). We consider that one FU session uses one channel, therefore the
number of FUs connected to the femtocell at state x is represented by N(x) =
∑i=C
i=1 xi.
We consider a finite user population with M FUs. The arrival rate λ at state x is given
by
λ(x) = (M − N(x))λ f , (68)
where λ f refers to the arrival rate for one iddle FU.
Incoming FUs access the channels by following an order, namely, the FUs access the
channels by choosing the most preferred channel among all the available idle channels.
The most preferred channel (i = 1) is the channel having the highest data rate, while the
least preferred channel (i = C) is the channel having the lowest data rate. If there are no
idle channels, i.e., all of them are occupied by FUs, an incoming FU is blocked out of the
femtocell. For the sake of mathematical tractability, we consider exponentially distributed
session durations for FUs, and 1/µ is the average session duration.
We consider that MUs generate packets with a fixed size L = LH +LD bits, where LH and
LD are, respectively, the header and payload lengths. The MUs use the channels operated in
open access mode not used by FU traffic. We consider that the MUs are in saturation, i.e.,
there are always MUs waiting for free channels. Therefore, for this study, it is not relevant
which channels the MUs choose first when they access the femtocell. Upon an FU arrival,
MUs vacate the channel chosen by the FU and the MU packet that is being transmitted is
lost, i.e., we consider a preemptive and non-resume access control policy. Thus, when the
MUs access a higher number of preferred channels, MU transmissions are more likely to
be interrupted. It is under study in this work, how many channels and which channels are













Figure 41. State transitions of the CTMC which model the FU activity profile.
The state transitions of the CTMC under study occur when a new FU session connects to
the femtocell or when any FU session is finished. The state x′ represents the state achieved
by the femtocell after a state transition and qxx′ is the transition rate from x to x′. The
transition matrix Q when the states are lexicographically sorted can be easily obtained by
using the qxx′ . This is shown in Fig. 41. The channel states from x′ that are not represented
in Fig. 41 keep the same status as in x and the kth channel is the channel with k = min{(i) |
xi = 0}. Note that in state x only one transition can occur due to an arrival of an FU, while
up to N(x) different transitions can occur when an FU finishes its service. Let π denote the
vector of stationary probabilities obtained by using the global balance equations and the










π(x) = 1. (69)
6.4.1.2 Characterization of Idle and Busy Periods
Our goal is to characterize the time intervals when an arbitrary channel is used by an FU
(busy period, Bi) and the time intervals when an arbitrary channel is not used by any FU
(idle period, Ii). Therefore, the busy period Bi corresponds to the channel holding time
of FUs in channel i, which is exponentially distributed with rate µ ∀i. The idle period Ii
corresponds to the period of time spent in the set of states with xi = 0. Hence, the idle
period follows a phase type distribution, which defines the time until absorption (xi → 1)
in an Absorbing Markov Process (AMP) [133] and it is represented by PH(α,S), where S
is the transition matrix which conteins the transition rates between the states and α is the
initial state probability vector.
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For each channel i, a different AMP is defined PH(αi,Si). The AMP is initiated when
channel i becomes idle and the absorption occurs when it becomes busy. Therefore, the
matrix Si is obtained from Q by removing the rows and the columns corresponding to the
states where channel i is busy. The probabilities αi are the normalized probabilities of






where πxi=1 is a row vector with the probabilities for the busy states and Qxi=1,x′i =0 is a matrix
with transition rates from busy states to idle states.
The cumulative distribution function corresponding to the idle period of channel i is
FIi(t) = 1 − αie
tSi1, where 1 is the unity vector. The average time in which the channel i is
idle corresponds to the mean time until absorption in the PH(αi,Si) AMP distribution and
it is given by
E[Ii] = −αiS−1i 1. (71)
6.4.2 Performance Metrics for Macrocell Users
In this section, we derive the analytical expressions for several performance parameters for
MUs, by starting from the model defined in Section 6.4.1.
The probability that at least n packets of length L, corresponding to nL bits, are trans-
















where Ri is the data rate on channel i.
The maximum achievable throughput for MUs in the channel i, γi, is defined as the
average successfully transmitted data bits during an idle period divided by the total average
time of idle plus busy periods. The average number of successfully transmitted data bit in
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where I is the identity matrix and LD refers to the payload length. From (71), (73) and
knowing that the busy period Bi is exponentially distributed with mean 1/µ, the throughput
















−αiS−1i 1 + 1/µ
. (74)
The total achievable throughput is the sum of the achievable throughputs in the Cm





During an idle period of time there are Φi = Di/LD successfully transmitted packets
on the channel i and one packet interrupted by an FU arrival. The probability that an MU
packet is interrupted on the channel i is ξi = 1/(Φi + 1) and the number of transmitted
packets per time unit on the channel i is (Φi + 1)/(Ii + Bi). Therefore, the global MU
interruption probability ξG is obtained by dividing the sum of interrupted transmissions per
time unit of each channel operated in open access mode by the total transmissions per time
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−α jS−1j 1 + 1/µ
.
(76)
Finally, the consumed energy per successfully transmitted data bit on the channel i for
MUs, Ebi, is computed as the energy consumed by the MUs when they are transmitting
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plus the energy consumed due to the channel monitoring when channel i is occupied by an
FU. The average consumed energy per successfully transmitted data bit, Eb, results from
weighting the average energy consumed Ebi per successfully transmitted data bit on each
channel i operated in open access mode by the corresponding fractions of throughput in
each channel i. This leads to
Ebi =
PT XIi + PsBi
LDΦi






where PT X is the FAP average transmission power, Ps is the average power consumed to
monitor which channels are occupied by FUs, LD stands for the payload length and Φi
refers to the successfully transmitted packets in channel i.
6.4.3 Performance Evaluation
6.4.3.1 Parameter Setting
In this section, we define the values of the parameters considered in the model. In com-
mercial systems such as LTE, OFDMA is used. The frequency domain is divided into
non-overlapping subchannels which occupy a bandwidth of 180kHz. The time domain is
divided into slots of 1ms. These subdivisions in time and frequency referred to as resource
blocks (RBs), are the smallest time-frequency units that can be assigned to an user and
correspond to a set of twelve adjacent subcarriers and seven OFDM symbols [134].
As previously pointed out, each channel experiences different SINR levels and there-
fore the data rate achieved for the MUs in each channel is considered to be different for
each channel. In Table 8, the different data rates per RB are detailed depending on the
experienced SINR levels [135]. Each RB corresponds here to one channel. We consider a
femtocell with C = 8 channels. Unless otherwise stated, the data rates achieved by each of
the 8 channels are chosen from table 8 by considering the channels with the best data rate,
i.e. R1 = 792 kbit/s, R2 = 715.96 kbit/s . . . R8 = 282.26 kbit/s.
Since we consider a system with finite population, the offered FU traffic (in Erlangs) to
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Table 8. Bitrates achieved per RB as function of the SINR [135]
# SINR (dB) Ri (in kbit/s/RB)
1 SINR ≥ 22.05 792.00
2 19.91 ≤ SINR < 22.05 715.96
3 17.78 ≤ SINR < 19.91 640.30
4 15.64 ≤ SINR < 17.78 565.27
5 13.50 ≤ SINR < 15.64 491.22
6 11.37 ≤ SINR < 13.50 418.75
7 9.23 ≤ SINR < 11.37 348.69
8 7.09 ≤ SINR < 9.23 282.26
9 4.96 ≤ SINR < 7.09 221.00
10 2.82 ≤ SINR < 4.96 166.64
11 0.68 ≤ SINR < 2.82 120.73
12 −1.45 ≤ SINR < 0.68 84.09
13 −3.59 ≤ SINR < −1.45 56.54
14 −5.73 ≤ SINR < −3.59 36.93
15 −7.86 ≤ SINR < −5.73 23.60
16 −10 ≤ SINR < −7.86 14.85
17 S INR < −10 0.00










λ f + µ
. (78)
Unless otherwise stated, the arrival rate per idle FU is chosen to be λ f = 100 s−1, the
average channel holding time is 1/µ = 10 ms, the packet header length is LH = 500 bits and
the total packet size is L = 4 kbits. The FU population is M = 8. The offered FU traffic as
function of these values is ρ f = 0.5. The FAP average transmission power is PT X = 10 dBm
and the average transmission power consumed to monitor which channels are occupied by
FUs is Ps = 0 dBm.
6.4.3.2 Numerical Results
In this section, we compare the MU maximum achievable throughput and the interruption
probability obtained when the channels operated in open accessmode have the highest data
rate, i.e. i = 1, . . . ,Cm and when they have the lowest data rate, i.e. i = C + 1 −Cm, . . . ,C.
In Fig. 42, the MU maximum achievable throughput γT in (75) is shown as a function of
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the packet size L. We can see that for the same value of channels operated in open access-
mode Cm, higher throughputs are achieved when the open access channels have the lowest
data rate (Fig. 42(a)) than when they have the highest data rate (Fig. 42(b)). This can be ex-
plained as follows. The FUs use first the channels with the highest data rate and therefore
there are more interruptions which reduce the contribution of these channels to the total
throughput, despite having higher data rates. When Cm is small and the open access chan-
nels are the channels with the lowest data rates (Fig. 42(a)), having one more open access
channel leads to higher gains. When Cm is high, the gain of having one more open access
channel is smaller because this channel is used by an FU with a higher probability. This
effect is more significant for high L as longer MU packets experience more interruptions.
The opposite occurs when the open access channels have the highest data rate (Fig. 42(b)).
Regarding the influence of the packet size, the achievable throughput has a maximum for a
given L. This is due to the fact that for a smaller packet size L, more header information is
transmitted, and for longer packet size L, there are more interruptions.




















(a) Open access channels with the lowest data
rates




















(b) Open access channels with the highest data
rates
Figure 42. Maximum achievable throughput γT in Mbps for MU vs. L for different sets of open channels
operated in open access mode.
The interruption probability εG in (76) is shown in Fig. 43. It can be clearly seen that
when the open access channels are the channels with the highest data rate (Fig 43(b)) the
interruption probability εG is higher than when the channels with the lowest data rate are
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chosen (Fig. 43(a)). This happens because the FUs use first the channels with the highest
data rate.






















(a) Open access channels with the lowest data
rates






















(b) Open access channels with the highest data
rates
Figure 43. Interruption probability εG vs. L for different sets of open channels operated in open access
mode.
In Fig. 44, results considering different sets of data rates for each channel are shown.
We consider R(1) as the set of data rates defined in Section 6.4.3.1 and R(2) are the set of data







1 . For R
(1), it is better to operate in open access mode
the channels with the lowest data rate. However, for R(2), the channels with the highest
data rate yield better performance. This can be explained as follows. When the difference
of data rates among channels is significant, the data rate achieved in the worst channels is
too small, and it is better to access the best channels with higher data rates, despite having
more interruptions.
When the set of channels operated in open access mode have the highest data rate, the
performance only has better results when the difference of data rates among channels is
very significant (R(2)). Since common scenarios does not present these asymmetrical data
rates, from now on R(1) is considered, and the set of channels operated in open access mode
are considered to be the channels with the lowest data rate.
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Figure 44. Maximum achievable throughput γT in Mbps for MU vs. Cm for different sets of data rates
R(1) and R(2).
In Fig. 45, we show the maximum achievable throughput γT for MUs in (75) for dif-
ferent session durations while the offered traffic to the system ρ f in (78) is kept constant.
For small µ the FUs are using the same channel for longer time. This happens because the
system varies more slowly, there are less interruptions and therefore, the γT is higher. The
opposite effect can be seen for high µ. This is because the FUs are using and releasing
channels faster, the MUs experience more interruptions and therefore γT is lower. It can be
seen that the number of Cm channels reaches a point at which considering one more channel
operated in open access mode does not contribute to increase in the throughput γT . This
happens because the best channels are occupied and released continuously by the FUs, thus
making these channels useless for MUs.
In Fig. 46, the average consumed energy Eb per successfully transmitted data bit for
MUs in (77) is shown. We can see that given a number of channels operated in open access
mode Cm, there is a value of L which makes the Eb minimum. This happens because when
small packet sizes L are considered, more energy is consumed by the header bits. On the
other hand, when long L is considered, more interruptions and more energy is consumed
by bits of packets that are not successfully transmitted. Note that the values of L which
make the Eb minimum are close to the values of L for which the γT is maximum, as shown
in Fig. 42(a). Regarding the influence of the number of channels operated in open access
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Figure 45. Maximum achievable throughput γT in Mbps for MU vs. Cm for different µ.
mode Cm, given a value of L, the value of Eb first decreases with Cm, reaches a minimum
and then increases again. This happens because for small Cm, the transmission of a bit takes
longer since the open access channels have low data rates. For high Cm, more interruptions
occur and more power is wasted, despite having high data rates.























Figure 46. Consumed energy per successfully transmitted data bit Eb (J/bit) vs. L for different Cm.
6.5 Conclusions
Femtocells have emerged as an alternative for operators to improve indoor coverage and
throughput. In this chapter, we have covered three aspects related to the interference chal-
lenge of femtocell networks. They are summarized in the following:
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• First, given that several features of femtocells are left as implementation specific by
the standard bodies, there exists a need for development and testing tools for femto-
cells. To fill this need, we created a femtocell modeling and development platform
based on OPNET, a high-fidelity simulation environment. This platform closely fol-
lows 3GPP specifications regarding femtocells in terms of entities, functionalities,
procedures, and message formats. We have shown that the platform effectively re-
flects the key concern of interference for femtocell networks.
• Second, we presented a spatio-temporal approach to estimate the downlink cross-tier
interference in femtocell networks, an important part of the interference management
problem that challenges two-tier networks. The scheme is composed of a spatial
estimation step that makes use of an ordinary Kriging interpolator using semivari-
ogram analysis followed by a temporal estimation step implemented by an autorre-
gressive model. This estimation is exploited via a resource allocation algorithm, and
the whole scheme is enabled through a network procedure. Simulation results show
the validity and potential of this approach, establishing the linear estimator followed
by an autorregressive model as the most suitable option to solve this problem.
• Third, we studied a hybrid access control mode in femtocell networks. We considered
a preemptive and non-resume access control policy for the MUs. Different data rates
for each channel were considered depending on the SINR experienced by the users.
We assessed several performance parameters for MUs and we computed how many
channels and which channels were the best channels to be operated in open access
mode. The results show that, if the SINR levels experienced by the users in each
channel are comparable, the best channels to be operated in open access are the
channels with the lowest data rates. Otherwise, if the SINR achieved by the best
channels are significantly higher than for the worst channels, it is better to operate the
channels with the highest data rates in open access mode. In addition, we showed that
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there is an optimal packet size for MU packets which maximizes the throughput and
minimizes the average consumed energy per successfully transmitted data bit. We
also demonstrated that for short session durations, the number of channels operated
in open access reaches a point at which having more channels operated in open access
do not entail any gain to the MU throughput. These results motivate the need for
novel resource management schemes which can dynamically adapt the set of open





Current deployments of small cell solutions face several major challenges that may inhibit
their large-scale adoption: (i) cross-tier interference, (ii) co-tier interference, (iii) backhaul
bottleneck, (iv) service degradation due to user mobility, and (v) privacy issues. The first
two issues related to interference have been extensively studied in this thesis. The third
issue is a generic problem of small cells intensified for the case of femtocells, since the
internet-based backhaul may suffer congestion resulting in a backhaul bottleneck [136] that
fails to provide consistent and required quality of service (QoS) to satisfy user expectations.
In addition, service may be degraded or even interrupted when the mobile users hand over
from small cells to macrocells, from macrocells to small cells, or among different small
cells. Finally, the privacy issue becomes a major concern when privately-owned small cells
such as femtocells are open to MUs and their traffic is routed through the femtocell owner’s
private backhaul [137].
To address the aforementioned small cell challenges, we introduce the femtorelay tech-
nology, a novel, cost-effective small cell solution offering better performance than existing
solutions. It aims to offer improved cellular coverage, enhanced system capacity, and guar-
anteed QoS, and affords their mobile users a seamless wireless broadband experience. At
the heart of our idea is the patented femtorelay system architecture [138], [139]. This
novel architecture lays the foundations of our innovations in relaying technology, cross-tier
and self-interference cancellation, dynamic backhaul switching, co-tier coexistance opti-
mization through our multi-femtorelay centralized coordination technique, and enhanced
user mobility. Moreover, a femtorelay does not require careful radio frequency planning
or dedicated backhaul to the operator’s core network, hence reducing capital expenditure
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(CAPEX) and operating expense (OPEX) not only when compared to the expensive deploy-
ment of traditional base stations, but also to other small cell solutions. The overall capacity
of the system will be enhanced, allowing the accommodation of more data-demanding cus-
tomers in the network.
Specifically, the femtorelay small cell technology provides the following benefits:
• Improvement of Cell Coverage: An architecture capable of relaying the macrocell
traffic between MBSs and MUs at the cell edge in order to increase the coverage
of macrocells. Moreover, the indoor coverage is simultaneously improved by the
deployment of femtorelay for SCUs.
• Enhancement of System Capacity: The system capacity is mainly enhanced by min-
imization and cancellation of cross-tier, co-tier, and self-interference. First, the re-
laying technology effectively minimizes cross-tier interference between MUs and
SCUs. Second, coordination through a centralized management entity in the multi-
femtorelay minimizes co-tier interference in large indoor environments. Third, a new
self-interference cancellation technique based on both active and passive approaches
is developed to cancel the interference from the transmitted signal in the receiving
path to enable full-duplex transmission on the same frequency bands, which further
enhances system capacity.
• Guarantee of QoS: The QoS is guaranteed by two innovations: (i) dynamic backhaul
switching and (ii) seamless mobility. First, since industry trials have shown difficul-
ties for femtocell data transfer over a single IP backhaul, a key innovation of this
technology is the enabling of a dual backhaul via relaying for QoS enhancement at
a single small cell access point. Second, seamless handling of users moving in and
out of the small cell coverage area is achieved through novel mobility management
procedures. Also supported is the feature of backhaul switching, which performs
load balancing to guarantee users’ QoS.
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• Transparent Support and Scalability: A gateway component for the core network to
facilitate rapid large-scale adoption is introduced. This gateway, providing standard
interfaces to the network elements, helps to significantly minimize the impact of our
technology on the network. The gateway also acts as an aggregator of traffic from
several of our small cell access points towards the network.
Although our femtorelay patented technology [139] described in this chapter proposes a
novel approach to exploit femtocells and relays synergic advantages, there are several other
works in the literature that aim to obtain some gain out of the combination of femtocells
and relays in cellular networks. In [140], [141], and [142], FUs act as relays for MUs by
relaying their data to the serving femtocell. The authors of [143] proposed a concept where
signal decoding is not performed at the femtocell but at the MBS, and both FUs and MUs
can access the open-access single-backhaul femtocell. Works targeted to improve backhaul
performance by using both relay and femtocell internet-based backhauls have also been
proposed: In [144] the femtocell backhaul is used to aid the macrocell backhaul when
the latter is congested, and [145] proposes a rate-splitting approach where MUs can share
their load between the direct macrocell link and an open access femtocell using internet-
based backhaul. Femtocells and relays can also coordinate to improve mobility or resource
allocation performance as shown in [146] and [147], respectively. All these concepts are
very different from ours since no new small cell technology is proposed in any of them.
Furthermore, they suffer from the need of re-architecting the network. Only the authors
of [148] use a similar concept to ours for a femtocell and relay cooperation framework,
but they assume LTE relay-enabled networks and hence their concept is not applicable to
3G networks. Further, femtocells need to be underutilized to be useful for MUs since no
additional mechanism for optimizing femtocell resources is applied. Moreover, no self-
interference mechanism is applied for an optimal usage of the available resources.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 7.2 the femtorelay
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concept is described along with its main features. Section 7.3 describes the network ar-
chitecture, i.e. how this technology is compliant with the existing network infrastructure.
Performance evaluation results are shown in Section 7.4, and Section 7.5 presents the evo-
lution of this technology for larger coverage scenarios. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
Section 7.6.
7.2 Femtorelay Concept Description
A femtorelay is a small cell technology aimed at improving cellular coverage within indoor
environments such as dwellings or enterprises while also increasing the overall system
capacity through spatial frequency reuse. On the access network, a femtorelay access point
(FrAP) serves as the access point providing cellular connectivity for the users within its
coverage area. Fig. 47 depicts a FrAP operating in a home environment, which includes a
wireless small cell access point with a dual backhaul, one internet-based and another one
relay-based, the latter one operating on carrier’s licensed spectrum. As shown in Fig. 48,
the internet-based backhaul connects to a femtocell gateway acting as an aggregator of
several FrAPs traffic towards the CN [149], [150]. The relay-based backhaul is enabled
by a relay link between the FrAP and the MBS [151], [152], [153] that is supported from
the core network side by means of a femtorelay gateway (FrGW). The FrGW, as part of
the core network, enables transparent integration of FrAP into the network. Furthermore,
an open access approach is employed for servicing users, which means that the femtorelay
users could be pre-registered with the FrAP as in the case of regular FUs or just regular
subscribers to the network operator, also referred to MUs [137], [154], [155].
Fig. 49 shows a simplified block diagram of the internal architecture of a FrAP. At a
high level, it consists of: (i) a femto processing module that is responsible for providing
radio link to both FUs and MUs, (ii) a relaying module that provides a relay-based back-












manager that is able to intelligently allocate resources to both FUs and MUs, (iv) a perfor-
mance monitor that is able to monitor the backhaul performance of users, (v) a mobility
management module that enables handover and backhaul switching procedures for users,
and (vi) a self-interference cancellation unit providing full-duplexing capabilities.
There are significant advantages of deploying femtorelays, as it will be further elab-
orated in the rest of this section. The crucial problem of the radio interference between
macrocell and small cells is overcome by serving the interfering MUs residing within the
small cell coverage area directly from the small cell through the relay-based backhaul. The
dual backhaul feature also promises improved QoS for users and supports novel functions
including backhaul switching to enhance user experience. The flexible femtorelay approach
of utilizing multiple backhauls to access the core network and minimize the interference
















Figure 48. Cellular Network Architecture with FrAP and FrGW
7.2.1 Cross-tier Interference Management
The FrAP provides the radio link for the users under its coverage area. With current tech-
nologies, the presence of MUs in the small cell coverage area causes performance degra-
dation to the users of both the macrocell and the small cell [156], [157], [158], [89], [116],
[159]. With our technology, the strongly interfering MUs in the coverage area are served by
the FrAP. The traffic of these users is forwarded through the relay-based backhaul with the
help of the relaying unit. By doing so, the cross-tier interference can be largely mitigated.
Since FrAP serves both MU and FU traffic, a smart resource manager allocates resources
intelligently between these users.
7.2.2 QoS Guarantee
The relaying module of the FrAP is responsible for establishing a relay link with a nearby
macrocell. The relay link acts as a secondary backhaul for the FrAP in addition to the
internet-based backhaul and it is mainly used for serving the MUs that are attached to the
FrAP. The performance monitor unit tracks the backhaul performance of all the users. The
QoS is guaranteed for the users with the help of dynamic backhaul switching and seamless
mobility handling. The mobility management module is responsible for performing the
above tasks. Dynamic backhaul switching is concerned with switching the backhaul for a
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user that experiences service degradation due to congestion in one of the backhauls. Back-
haul switching primarily applies to FUs since they are registered users with potentially
strict QoS requirements and the Internet-based backhaul is highly prone to performance
degradation. However, the switching mechanism is applicable for MUs as well. Seamless
mobility handling concerns with hand-in and hand-out of users between FrAP and nearby
cells. Whenever a user experiences service degradation, an indication is sent to the mobility
management module. It evaluates the service requirement and if possible, performs back-
haul switching for the user. If backhaul switching cannot satisfy the service requirement, a
novel handover procedure initiates a handover request to a nearby cell [160], [161], [162].
To summarize, our femtorelay tackles the key problems of backhaul limitations and user
mobility and ultimately provides superior QoS performance to users.
7.2.3 Self-interference Cancellation
The relaying operation of the FrAP requires radio resources to be used for communica-
tion with the macrocell. Typically, the macrocell allocates resources to the relaying unit
for the wireless backhaul link. The smart resource manager takes into account this in-
formation to assign radio resources for the users it serves. In addition, to achieve bet-
ter spectral efficiency, each FrAP transmitter may operate in the same frequency band as
its receiver and perform simultaneous transmission and reception for the access and re-
lay links [162], [163], [164], [165], [166], [167], [168], resulting in full-duplex operation.
It has been shown that full-duplex communication can add capacity to wireless networks
[169]. However, the full-duplex operation of the FrAP results in the phenomenon of self-
interference, where a signal from the transmitter causes a strong interference at the receiver
and makes signal extraction infeasible [170], [171], [172]. The FrAP includes a robust
self-interference cancellation scheme to mitigate the undesired feedback signal and operate
in full-duplex mode.
The self-interference feedback channel, as shown in Fig. 50, exists between the fem-




















Antenna A Antenna B 
Figure 49. Functional Block Diagram of FrAP
to the FrAP on f1 while the traffic is then relayed to a user on f1. Similarly, the user will
send uplink traffic to the FrAP on f2, which will then be relayed to the base station on
f2. The FrAP receivers operating on f1 and f2 will suffer from self-interference from their
respective transmitters. A similar problem occurs when the FrAP backhaul channel is the
same as its access channel. The feedback channel can most often be modeled as an indoor
line-of-sight (LOS) channel with AWGN. It has been shown that this channel is slowly
time-varying [173].
To achieve full-duplex capability, FrAP includes a self-interference cancellation mech-
anism. There are several methods that attempt to address the self-interference problem;
these include: Physical isolation, active, and passive cancellation schemes.
• Physical isolation includes antenna placement that reduces the interference power
by orthogonal arrangement or by increasing the path loss between antennas through
physical separation, RF circulators, etc. Physical size constraints from the FrAP
hardware design limit the extent to which this method can provide self-interference
cancellation. In [174], up to 57 dB self-interference attenuation is achieved within a
13”x9” package with omni-directional antennas. Since path loss is roughly based on
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Figure 50. Self-Interference Channel
a carrier frequency, physical isolation provides wide-band self-interference cancella-
tion.
• Active self-interference cancellation involves injecting an auxiliary signal into the
receiver channel prior to digitization [175] that, ideally, is an inverted version of the
interfering signal. The combined signals destructively interfere and result in reduced
self-interference. This operation can be done with such devices as the Qhx module
by Intersil [176], which achieves up to 20 dB isolation as an integrated chip. The
chip is advertised as good for canceling spurs and phase noise. Similar designs are
studied in [177], where 72 dB cancellation is achieved across a 625 kHz bandwidth.
Another approach is to place an auxiliary transmit antenna a distance from the receive
antenna such that the auxiliary signal arrives π radians of the carrier phase different
than the offending signal [178]. One issue with this approach is that the phase differ-
ence cannot be uniform across the entire bandwidth of a wide-band signal, making it
unsuitable for cellular systems that operate in wide frequency bands or multiple fre-
quency bands. Another issue is far-field nulls in the received signal power of remote
nodes resulting from the destructive interference of replica signals from the use of
multiple transmission antennas.
• Passive self-interference cancellation involves removing the feedback signal with-
out an auxiliary transmitter, usually with a digital adaptive filter after digitization.
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In [179], Independent Component Analysis is used to mitigate an unwanted feed-
back while leaving desired received signals from remote users unaffected. Numerous
passive techniques such as the least mean square (LMS) filter [180] that remove
unwanted noise based on a known reference signal are reviewed in the literature.
Passive schemes alone are unable to remove powerful self-interference signals when
the signal is strong enough to saturate the receiver amplifier, rendering the sampled
output bits useless.
Regardless of application, the successful self-interference cancellation scheme will ide-
ally suppress the feedback signal to the noise floor. As described further in section 7.4,
FrAP includes a unique combination of active, passive, and physical self-interference can-
cellation techniques, which blends the features of each method while mitigating their draw-
backs, to enable full-duplex operation across a wide bandwidth.
7.2.4 Transparent Support and Scalability
In order to facilitate rapid large-scale adoption of our technology, we introduce the FrGW,
as shown in Fig. 48. Its primary purpose is to significantly minimize the impact at the user
equipment, base stations, and core network’s gateways due to having the relaying module
as part of the FrAP. The FrGW is a part of the operator’s core network and supports standard
interfaces with other network elements. It is able to efficiently decode and forward user data
relayed by the FrAP towards the core network gateway. Similarly, it is also responsible
for encapsulating data arriving from the core network for the users and route the data to
the corresponding FrAP. Thus, it also acts as an aggregator of traffic from several FrAPs
towards the network. In addition, the FrGW enables not only the deployment of femtorelays
in a cellular network, but also regular relays that otherwise would need to be supported by
the standard. This means that by using the FrGW, 3G and 4G relays could be deployed in a
standards-compliant way without the need to upgrade the operators network infrastructure.
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7.3 Femtorelay-enabled Network Architecture
In this section, we define the functional description of the femtorelay in a typical cellular
network. We envision seamless integration of femtorelays into the cellular access and core
network. It is, therefore, necessary to provide a generic network architecture to highlight
this smooth integration. We explain the interaction between different network elements
with the FrAP and the FrGW, also providing the user plane and control plane behavior of
femtorelay serving different user categories in the network.
7.3.1 Network Architecture and Connectivity
Femtorelay in a typical cellular network is presented in Fig. 48. The femtorelay provide
dual backhaul connectivity to the core network leveraging the relaying capability of the
device in addition to the internet-based backhaul that femtocells support. Femtorelays, due
to their open access feature, can allow both the FUs and MUs to connect to its access link.
The real difference is observed at the backhaul through which the users are served. The
FUs who typically own the internet connection from their ISPs are served over the internet-
based backhaul to connect to the core network. The MUs, who are typically visitors into the
femtorelay network are served on the relay-based backhaul. The internet-based backhaul is
analogous to the one that is observed with femtocells. Due to their large scale deployment,
traffic from several femtocells are aggregated over the internet and then routed through
a femtocell gateway to the cellular operator’s network. For the case of the relay-based
backhaul, the Layer 3 user packets are forwarded through the relay backhaul in two-hops
to the MBS. Our proposed FrGW, which acts as an accumulator for the relayed traffic in the
network can intelligently capture the packets sent by the femtorelay and forwards the user
packets to the core network. Based on this proposed architecture, network-wide functions
carried out by the femtorelay are described in the following.
• Backhaul Link Establishment: Using our novel backhaul establishment procedure
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and the FrGW, the relay backhaul from the FrAP to the neighboring MBS is estab-
lished. To establish the backhaul link, the relay module of the FrAP acts as a mobile
user and establishes a default session with the network through the FrGW. The FrAP
can utilize this default session to exchange the backhaul signaling messages for user
attachment.
• Session Establishment Procedure: The session establishment procedure can be ex-
plained as follows. The FrAP transmits downlink synchronization signals which are
received by users and the users can perform initial cell attachment to establish the ra-
dio access link. With the help of user classification and the novel resource manager,
a decision can be made regarding whether the users are served through the internet-
based backhaul or the relay backhaul. If the internet-based backhaul is selected, the
session is established in the same way as would be done in a femtocell. In case the
users are served by the relay backhaul, the default session setup from the relaying
module with the network is utilized to negotiate the session with the core network
for the user. The session establishment procedure is completed when the end-to-end
connectivity is achieved for the mobile users with the core network.
• Mobility Procedure: Femtorelays support both the classical hand-in and hand-out of
mobile users. In addition, femtorelays can also perform backhaul switching for the
mobile users when one of the backhauls experiences link failure or service degra-
dation. The backhaul switching is achieved with the help of our novel performance
monitor unit within the femtorelay.
• Performance Monitoring: Femtorelays are enabled with performance monitoring
unit which is a software that can intelligently track the performance achieved for
the users at the backhaul links. Whenever one of the links experience congestion
or failure (due to internet congestion, radio link failure), the performance monitor
sends an indication to the mobility management module. The mobility management
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module can either trigger a handover or a backhaul switching procedure through the
femto processing module to overcome the backhaul link failures. The major advan-
tage of the backhaul switching is that the mobile user can still be connected to the
femtorelay network while overcoming backhaul failure issues.
7.3.2 Protocols and network integration
The FrAP, similar to other radio access network (RAN) elements in the service provider
network, requires a backhaul connection in order to communicate with the CN. Indeed, the
femtorelay has two backhaul connections as mentioned in Section 7.2 . The internet-based
backhaul is exactly the same as the one utilized by a typical FAP for backhauling. As such,
it utilizes the same procedures, interfaces, and protocol stacks for the user and control plane
as the ones used by a femtocell [181], [182], [183], [184], [185]. On the other hand, the
protocols, procedures, and interfaces differ for the wireless backhaul link.
From the wireless backhaul link point of view, the FrAP and FrGW jointly provide
an extra layer of tunneling that enables a transparent exchange of data and control mes-
sages between the mobile user and the CN. The FrAP and FrGW contain the necessary
functionality to extract and insert any message into this tunnel without loss of informa-
tion. This is analogous to how virtual private networks (VPNs) are established between
two VPN endpoints. Over this tunnel, any protocol, procedure, and interface can be exe-
cuted. For example, in the LTE version of the FrAP, this tunnel would support the X2 [184]
and S1 [185] interfaces that are already used by eNodeBs and Home eNodeBs. In the
UMTS/HSPA version, the tunnel would support the Iu [186] or Iuh [181], [182] interface
already used by radio network controllers (RNCs) and Home NodeBs, respectively. From
this description, it is clear that adding the FrGW in the CN plays a key role to support the
femtorelay concept.
In general, adding a new element to the CN requires either to have this element stan-
dardized or to modify the CN in order to be compatible with the new element. Both options
have their own advantages and drawbacks. Without standardization of the new element,
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modifying the CN to be compatible with the new element represents a very high risk for an
operator since there is no guarantee that the modifications will achieve the desired results
without causing disruptions to their service. On the other hand, the standardization path
takes a long time to achieve, but guarantees that all future networks will support the new
element. Nevertheless, even if the standardization path took less time, operators are very
cautious regarding upgrading their equipment to newer versions of a standard due to the
high impact of any system disruption. Therefore, the time taken for an operator to upgrade
their equipments (after standardization is completed) would significantly delay the intro-
duction of the new element. With this in mind, we chose an option that lies between the
previous two: Be compliant with existing standards by providing standard interfaces to the
new elements we are introducing.
In order to avoid any modifications to the CN, the FrGW presents itself to the rest of
CN elements as the RAN element that is serving the end user. In UMTS this corresponds
to the RNC, while in LTE this corresponds to the eNodeB. In this way, the rest of the CN
elements can talk with the FrGW using the interfaces and protocols they already use to
communicate with RNCs and eNodeBs. Similarly, the FrGW presents itself to the RAN as
the CN element that is serving the user. In UMTS, this corresponds to the serving GPRS
support node (SGSN), while in LTE this corresponds to the service gateway (S-GW) and
mobility management entity (MME). In this way, the RAN can communicate with the
FrGW using the interfaces and protocols it already uses to communicate with SGSNs, S-
GW, and MME.
Even though we have described the femtorelay architecture using 3GPP’s terminology
for UMTS and LTE, the femtorelay is in no way constrained to be implemented just in
these two radio access technologies (RATs). The previous descriptions can be mapped
to other networks, such as WiMAX. It is because of this, that we have not gone in more
detail regarding the specific protocols that will be used by the femtorelay, since they would
depend on the RAT in which it is introduced.
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7.4 Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the performance, extensive simulations were conducted for femtorelay to deter-
mine the throughput compared with closed access femtocells. Simulations were performed
using different configurations by varying the transmit power of the access points, user dis-
tances, traffic types and results were obtained. In this paper, we present our initial results
where the throughput of MUs and FUs data transmission have been measured to see how
they are affected when both users are in close proximity and transmit simultaneously under
- 1) closed access femtocells, 2) Femtorelay. The users locations are assumed to be ran-
domly distributed within the coverage area of the access points. The simulation parameters
are listed in Table 9.
Table 9. Simulation Parameters
User Traffic Type CBR
User start times [100, 200]s
User finish times [700, 1000]s
BER Required 10−3
User Traffic Rate 100kbps
Mean User Distance 5m
7.4.1 Femtorelays vs. Femtocells
The throughput performance of femtocells is computed as a percentage of the data trans-
mission rate and is illustrated in Fig. 51. In Fig. 51(a), the FUs start their transmission
ahead of the MUs. As soon as the MUs start their transmission, the throughput for the
FUs drop to zero while the throughput of the MUs remain as high as 90 percent. Once the
MUs traffic flow comes to an end, the FUs are able to achieve about 90 percent throughput.
In the case of Fig. 51(b), the FUs start the transmission first and are able to achieve 90
percent throughput only as long as the MUs haven’t started transmitting their data. When
both MUs and FUs are transmitting simultaneously, the throughput for both the MUs and
FUs drop significantly. A different throughput performance is observed in Fig. 51(c) where
the throughput of MUs drop to 30 percent while the FUs’ throughput remain close to 90
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percent. As seen from these results, the cross-tier interference has a significant role in the
achievable performance in the network where closed access femtocells are present.
In Fig. 52, two scenarios where FR distance from the MUs and FUs vary are shown to
highlight the throughput performance. It can be observed that in both the scenarios cor-
responding to Fig. 52(a) and 52(b), both the MUs and FUs achieve more than 90 percent
throughput during the entire simulation time. In addition to the throughput vs time com-
putation, the mean total throughput for both femtocells and femtorelay are computed and
illustrated in Fig. 52(c). When the cross-tier interference is high for the case of femtocells,
the mean total throughput is only about 30 percent as observed for femtorelay. When the
interference in the case of femtocells is low due to the user distances, the femtorelay still
achieves 1.5x higher mean total throughput than closed access femtocells. These results in-
dicate clearly that femtorelays are a strong candidate to overcome the cross-tier interference

















































































(c) Partial FU throughput degradation
























































(c) Mean Total Throughput for Femtorelay vs Fem-
tocell
Figure 52. Throughput performance under femtorelay
7.4.2 Self-Interference Cancellation Performance
To evaluate the performance of the femtorelays self-interference cancellation, we used
MATLAB to simulate a feedback channel and an adaptive active cancellation mechanism.
The performance of any self-interference cancellation scheme can be measured by atten-
uation power across a certain bandwidth. Adjacent channel power (ACP) and intermodu-
lation intercept points (IIP) are also factors in measuring a receivers performance, which
remain part of future work on this concept. The required performance differs by applica-
tion. In the case of the FrAP, 3G and 4G cellular networks are of interest. For example,
for WCDMA, the minimum EbNi , where Ni denotes interference plus noise, required for a
receiver to handle voice calls is approximately 7 dB. With a processing gain of 25 dB and
received signal power, PR,DPCH, of -117 dBm, the combined power from self-interference,
receiver noise, and nearby transmitters must be less than approximately -99 dBm in order
to satisfy this requirement [187]. Fig. 53 shows the simulated performance of the fem-
torelays novel active self-interference cancellation scheme when transmitting a WCDMA
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signal and the self-interference signal is drastically reduced across 5 MHz. Together with
path loss and passive interference power reduction, the femtorelay can act as a full-duplex
node. In the time domain, the adaptive nature of the cancellation is apparent. Future work
includes increasing the convergence rate and over interference attenuation power, as well
as implementation on software defined radios for hardware validation.






































Figure 53. Active self interference cancellation performance
7.5 Technology Evolution for Large Scale Indoor Environments
Femtocells were initially envisioned as devices installed by home users in their dwellings.
As femtocells evolved, they were introduced in larger indoor environments such as air-
ports, office buildings, shopping malls, and stadiums in order to improve both capacity and
coverage. Nevertheless, the fact that the femtocells are now confined in a larger indoor
environments does not eliminate the interference and congestion problems associated with
them. With this in mind, we further expanded the femtorelay concept to attack these two
problems in larger indoor environments (enterprise environments from now on).
The multi-femtorelay (MFR) is the femtorelay version for enterprise environments [139].
The idea behind it is to have a central entity in charge of managing and coordinating
the femtocells belonging to the enterprise environment; therefore, being closely located.
Through this, it is able to provide better resource management across the femtocells com-
pared to uncoordinated and distributed management approaches.
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While the concept of having a central entity managing multiple femtocells can be
mapped to the femtocell gateway (HNB-GW or HeNB-GW in 3GPP terms), the MFR
differs in three things. First, the femtocell gateway is meant to be part of the CN of the
service provider, while the central entity in the MFR is meant to be located within the local
premises of the enterprise environment. This leads to the second difference: in the MFR,
the central entity is in charge of managing a small set of femtocells (i.e. just the ones of the
enterprise environment), compared to the number of femtocells that are managed by femto-
cell gateway. This allows the MFR to optimize the performance of the enterprise femtocell
networks in ways that are computationally prohibitive for the HNB-GW to apply to all the
femtocells in the network. Third, and what makes it unique, is that the central entity in the
MFR has the same type of wired and wireless backhaul as the femtorelay, and brings all
the benefits of the femtorelay to enterprise environments.
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Figure 54. MFR components
Fig. 54 illustrates the main components of a MFR. First, there is the Relay Radio Com-
ponent (RRd-C). The main tasks associated with the RRd-C are to coordinate the usage of
resources among the FRd-C and to provide both wireless and wired backhaul to the CN
using similar methods as the femtorelay. The second element is the Femto Radio Compo-
nent (FRd-C). The main role of the FRd-C is to provide radio access to the MUs and FUs
within the enterprise environment. The link between the RRd-C and the FRd-C can be done
through a wired connection or through wireless connection, depending on the scenario. For
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example, in an office building the existing LAN can be used to connect the FRd-C to the
RRd-C, as shown in Fig. 55. In tunnels and stadiums, wireless links may be more appropri-
ate if there is no pre-existing wired networks. Regarding the internet-based backhaul, the
RRd-C, the FRd-C or both may have it. For example, if all the FRd-C belong to the same
owner, having the internet-based backhaul in the RRd-C is sufficient. However, if each





















Figure 55. MFR: Scenarios
From the point of view of procedures, interfaces, and protocols, the MFR borrows
these directly from the femtorelay. Therefore, it is able to integrate seamlessly into the
network. In terms of managing the radio and backhaul resources, both the RRd-C and FRd-
C have resource managers that closely interact and coordinate the resources that should be
used by each element of the MFR. This coordination allows the MFR to achieve efficient
configurations within the enterprise environment to achieve multiple objectives, such as
capacity optimization, mobility robustness, load balancing, and energy savings. Currently,
we are exploring the methods to perform the coordination functionality of the MFR, while
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avoiding unnecessary overhead in the backhaul between the RRd-C and FRd-C. We are also
exploring how the capacity of the relay backhaul of the RRd-C may affect the performance
within the MFR, and methods to tackle it.
7.6 Conclusions
The demand for ubiquitous and very high speed wireless communications have shifted the
paradigm of cellular networks to an architecture of heterogeneous networks composed of a
combination of small cells and macrocells. Nevertheless, interference and backhaul issues
still hinder the gains achievable through existing small cell technologies. To tackle these
issues, a novel solution for next generation small cells, the femtorelay, has been introduced.
The internal architecture has been described, as well as how this technology seamlessly
integrates into existing 3G and 4G cellular networks. In addition, performance results have




This thesis has shed new light in the analysis and mitigation aspects of the problem on
interference in HetNets. The first overall conclusion of this work is the conviction that
interference is a major aspect of HetNets that should guide the design of future network
architectures. Its proper handling is an essential tool to efficiently exploit the architecture
of a HetNet with the target of boosting the capacity of cellular networks. This observation
is, naturally, in line with the rest of research existing in the literature, and to show that
is precisely the objective of Chapter 2, where a thorough literature review on the topic is
conducted.
We can break down the conclusions of the contributions of this PhD thesis in two large
blocks: The first major block, composed of Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, deals with interference
aspects of generic HetNets, where the carried out study and proposed solutions are not
necessarily attached to a particular type of small cell. The second major block, composed
of Chapter 5, Chapter 6, and Chapter 7 deal with interference aspects of specific types of
small cells, namely picocells, femtocells, and femtorelays. In the following, we provide a
recapitulation of the contributions of each chapter.
In Chapter 3, we address the fundamental issue of the spatial coverage cross-tier cor-
relation between the macrocell and the small cell tiers in the presence of interference by
introducing a new mathematical framework. First, we derive analytical expressions for the
estimated two-tier coverage fields using techniques from the random field theory. We utilize
different estimation models and cross-validate them for an assessment of their suitability
for the task at hand. Stemming from these expressions, we derive a novel closed-form
expression for the cross-tier correlation function exclusively dependent on the estimator’s
parameters. Moreover, the framework is applied to the problem of cell association in Het-
Nets, where the coverage correlation level is utilized as a metric to determine a cell-specific
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bias for each small cell.
In Chapter 4, we present a novel method to mitigate the strong interference caused
by the pilot contamination effect present in a HetNet where the MBS is equipped with
a very large number of antennas. The main idea in our proposed design is to prevent
the reception of signal at time slots where certain network elements are receiving strong
interference from a transmitter that uses a contaminated channel estimate. Besides the main
architectural features, we conduct an interference analysis of our design and distinguish
different fundamental interference regimes under which the network can operate. We then
formalize the problem of a TDD HetNet grid and present two strategies to fill it out. Results
show the potential of increasing the user rates via massive MIMO if the pilot contamination
effect is properly managed with an appropiate TDD design.
In Chapter 5, we introduce codeword-level interference cancellation and almost blank
subrames as interference suppression techniques for clustered picocell deployments. We
also present a subframe-level coordination scheme for each picocell cluster so that the
gains of these techniques can be maximized. We show that moderate gains can be obtained
by applying either of these techniques but special care should be put on the system fairness.
These results could be further improved by applying a biased cell association policy or a
combination of interference suppression with other key LTE-Advanced technologies.
In Chapter 6, several interference-related aspects of femtocell deployments are tackled.
First, we create a femtocell modeling and development platform based on OPNET, a high-
fidelity simulation environment, to realistically assess the degrading effects of femtocells in
the network without propoer interference management. Then, we present a spatio-temporal
estimation approach based on the framework of Chapter 3 to estimate the downlink cross-
tier interference in femtocell networks and enhance the performance of the resource allo-
cation step at the FAP. Finally, we investigate the hybrid access control mode in femtocell
networks as a means to control interference. A thorough investigation on the amount of
resources that should dedicated to each type of user indicates the need for novel resource
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management schemes which can dynamically adapt the set of open access channels to the
channel and network conditions.
In Chapter 7, we introduce a novel solution for next generation small cells, the femtore-
lay, that overcomes the interference and backhaul limitations of current femtocells. The
internal architecture is described, as well as how this technology seamlessly integrates into
existing 3G and 4G cellular networks. In addition, performance results are provided, de-
picting the potential of this technology to outperform classical femtocell deployments.
In the future, we intend to incoporate in our research arguably the most significant
feature of next generation cellular systems: The higher frequencies of transmission. The
properties of the so-called mm-Wave band need to be incorporated in the design of interfer-
ence solutions for HetNets. Although it seems intuitive that problems arising from the reuse
of the spectrum would have a smaller impact, other aspects of these systems to guarantee
the needed performance will have to be investigated. Examples of potential enablers for the
systems of the future are massive MIMO and multi-stream carrier aggregation: First, the
properties of massive MIMO can be used to counteract the high propagation loss of higher
frequencies; second, multi-stream carrier aggregation in small cell networks transmitting
in the mm-Wave could be an excellent option to mitigate the high rate of connectivity loss
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